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ABSTRACT 
 
Currently, there is no voice or home for plus-sized women within the mainstream 
media.  The media industry reflects and promotes an increasingly thin ideal, one that multiple 
studies have concluded is causing negative self-perception and low self-esteem among young 
women nationwide.  This is especially true for the full-figured woman, whom society tells that 
she is not skinny enough, and therefore not good enough.  This thesis project sets out to prove 
the host of social benefits that could and would be offered as a result of the instatement of a 
mainstream women’s interest magazine geared specifically towards young plus-sized women.  
To build a case for the necessity of such a magazine, a thorough description of the state of plus-
sized living is provided, along with a review of all previous plus-sized publications.  The 
knowledge gleaned from these studies, books, and magazines inform the ideas and motivations 
behind Zaftig, and help to build a solid strategic approach to sidestepping the mistakes that led 
to the ultimate failure of past plus-sized titles.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
“The most incredible beauty and the most satisfying way of life come from affirming 
your own uniqueness, and making the most of what you really are.” 
   -Jane Fonda, fitness guru 
  
All anyone need do is flip on the television or glance at a newsstand, and they will be 
unable to help but notice the fact that the majority of the images projected by the media all 
seem to reflect an airbrushed, otherworldly beauty that is rarely replicated by the average 
American.  The most noticeable and troubling aspect of the media‟s misleading representation 
of beauty is the extreme and unrealistic thin ideal that it promotes and celebrates.  Numerous 
studies and tests have been done to examine the potential effect that the media has on body 
image, especially within women, and almost all of the various findings conclude that the 
media undoubtedly has a negative and unhealthy effect on self-esteem and self-perception.  
Women‟s magazines are major contributors to this perpetuation of the thin motif, and as a 
whole, they make tepid and insubstantial efforts to accommodate the wants and needs of 
women that wear a size 16 or larger.   As of this moment, there is not a mainstream print 
magazine available on newsstands within the United States that fully represents and caters to 
the full-figured woman, despite the undeniable fact that there is a very large (pardon the pun) 
and lucrative potential readership to be tapped.   
In efforts to fulfill this demand, the following thesis project was created, consisting of 
a prototype and business plan for an original women‟s interest magazine titled  
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Zaftig.  Zaftig is a highly appealing and innovative publication geared mainly toward young 
women aged 18 to 24, and its overall style and tone calls to mind that of Glamour or Marie 
Claire; however, the quality that makes the publication unique and extremely relevant/tailored 
to today's specific market needs is that it is tailored specifically for the full-figured woman.  
"Zaftig" is a Yiddish term, and it was chosen as the title for this magazine precisely because 
of the fact that it is employed to describe a voluptuous woman in an appreciative and positive 
manner.  Zaftig strongly supports and advocates the notion that everyone deserves to feel 
great about him or herself, and confident in their own skin. 
The Zaftig reader is an intellectual, savvy young woman who has all of the same 
worries and concerns that any other woman has, along with the additional issues that come 
with being larger in today’s weight-obsessed society.  She yearns for a forum that addresses 
these concerns without constantly calling to her attention the fact that she is different in a 
negative way, a popular theory that she cannot help but be made aware of while reading 
today’s run-of-the mill fashion and lifestyle magazines.  She is beyond tired of the media 
making her feel less than because she weighs more; more is more, and she is ready for 
someone to consider HER particular wants and needs.  Whether she is taking a break at the 
office or unwinding before bed, the Zaftig reader wishes for a magazine that SHE can truly 
relate to; one that highlights the undeniable fact that being fat does not retract from also being 
sexy, or cool, or stylish, or successful.  
It has been made abundantly clear through every women's magazines ‟ halfhearted 
attempts to address this overwhelming need (French Elle's April issue dedicated entirely to 
plus-size fashion, Glamour's recent decision to include more plus-size models within their 
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pages, Marie Claire's monthly "Big Girl in a Skinny World" column, etc.) that there is a 
major audience out there that is not receiving the attention and care that it absolutely deserves.  
This publication intends to rise up to meet the wants and needs of these women, and to do so 
with a success rate that previous plus-size publications have not yet realized. 
Therefore, the overall goal of this thesis project is to convey, through extensive 
research, a very clear and detailed account of the issues and insecurities that plague the full-
figured women of today, as well as the cultural and psychological effects of the media‟s 
perpetuation of the thin ideal, in order to firmly establish the dire need for and viability of a 
magazine like Zaftig.  Additionally, it intends to develop a full understanding of the reasons 
behind the ways in which the media and society as a whole have failed to provide what is 
obviously such a marketable and extensive existing audience with the options and 
consideration that they are entitled to.  This formulation of an expert opinion regarding the 
landscape of larger living informs the ideas and motivations behind Zaftig, and serves as a 
platform upon which to build a better, more positive way of thinking, feeling, and living for a 
group of women that so richly warrants this particular brand of motivation, attention, 
acceptance, empowerment, and praise.   
The remainder of Chapter One draws upon numerous studies, statistics, and figures to 
provide a detailed background of the subject at hand, and serves as a framework that 
sufficiently educates and informs the reader about the modern-day plight of the plus-sized 
woman.  In Chapter Two, the literature review covers the groundbreaking works of authors 
and publications that have called attention to and furthered what some might call the “fat 
acceptance” movement, and what others might call the recognition of every woman‟s 
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unalienable right to feel great about herself and confident in the skin she‟s in, whether she is a 
size 0 or a size 36.  The progress made and insights gained by the individuals discussed in 
Chapter Two, coupled with the notable strides that plus-sized people are currently taking in 
the fashion and television industry, has culminated in making 2011 a prime time to project 
this tailor-made women‟s interest magazine from its usual place in a “niche” market out into 
the mainstream media.  Most importantly, the literature review discusses the various obstacles 
faced and missteps made by previous plus-sized publications that served in making them 
ultimately unsuccessful, which ensures a better understanding of the challenges Zaftig will 
face and will aid in formulating sound strategies to overcome these roadblocks.    
 Chapter Three discusses the methodology behind Zaftig‟s creation, and pulls various 
details from the official business plan of the magazine to illustrate all of the different facets 
that make Zaftig a unique and promising twist on the plus-sized magazines of yore.  It 
describes at length all of the logistics and planning that has gone into imagining a viable 
future for the magazine, highlighting the intended budget, circulation, advertising strategy, 
contingency plan, and more.  The conclusions drawn upon in Chapter Four‟s discussion of the 
project reiterate the overall goals and intentions of the publication, and reviews how Zaftig 
has gone about attempting to realize these aspirations.  It also discusses the limitations of the 
project, and will communicate the ways in which the prototype could ultimately be expanded 
or improved upon.  In short, the conclusion of this paper demonstrates, beyond the shadow of 
a doubt, all of the ways in which the fabulous, fierce, flirty, fashionable fat female has finally, 
at long last, met her match in Zaftig. Appendix A represents the business plan that was created 
as an accompaniment to the magazine, and highlights the strategy, logistics, and detailed 
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planning that have gone into the intended production of the publication.  Finally, Appendix B 
provides the prototype issue in full, revealing the layout, design, and most importantly, the 
distinct, vibrant tone and flavor that truly differentiates Zaftig and sets it apart from past 
magazines that have catered to curvy women.        
       
A. A Plus-Sized Problem 
The numerous studies and research projects that are soon to be discussed within this 
chapter all seem to point out an undeniable truth, one that Ophira Edut puts very succinctly in 
the introduction to her book Body Outlaws: Rewriting the Rules of Beauty and Body Image: 
“Body image is a global crisis among young women” (Edut 1998, XXI).  In a magazine 
article recently published in the popular women‟s interest magazine Glamour, a majority of 
the women who were polled admitted to harshly criticizing themselves regarding some aspect 
of their physique several times an hour, usually in response to an image presented to them by 
some form of mass media.  Unfortunately, American women currently live in a society in 
which eating disorders are barely blinked at, size-6 starlets are blasted for being “blimps”, and 
women constantly tear one another down in a misguided effort to build themselves up.  Every 
day, women are subconsciously measuring themselves up to the airbrushed, professionally 
made-up women they see within the glossy pages of their favorite magazines, and usually, it 
leaves them feeling like they have come up short.   
This constant personal attack on the average American female‟s sense of confidence 
and self-assurance can and is wreaking havoc on many women‟s self-esteem, and from 
increasingly young ages, women are being taught by popular culture that they just don‟t 
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measure up to the models and actresses that they grow up idolizing, and that the only thing 
that can save them from a constant sense of inferiority is this magic mascara, or this 
miraculous push-up bra.  However, this too is a double-edged sword, as these products, no 
matter how effective, can never totally alter one‟s appearance to reflect the image of 
unrealistic perfection that motivated them to purchase the product in the first place.   
Cash and Pruzinsky‟s 1990 study highlighted the idea that a woman‟s body image is 
largely affected by society‟s advocacy of the practice of defining oneself and approving of 
others based merely upon how physically attractive they are.  Pipher has coined the term 
“lookism” to describe this growing phenomenon (1995).  This all-encompassing mindset has 
permeated every aspect of American life, to the point that aesthetics come into play even in 
the academic and/or professional arena.  Stephens, Hill, and Hanson differentiated between 
the sociocultural climates boys and girls are brought up in, finding that boys are encouraged 
to use their bodies as a positive tool for being successful within their environments, while 
young women are taught to believe that their body is a mechanism used for attracting and 
receiving approval and admiration from others (1994).  An earlier study corroborated with 
this idea, pointing out the media‟s tendency to showcase the female body in pieces, 
highlighting it as an object of desire, while contrastingly focusing on a man‟s face or his 
whole, clothed body (Archer, Iritani, Kimes and Barrios, 1983).  Brumberg agreed with these 
assessments in his book The Body Project: An Intimate History of American Girls, stating that 
“through the flashy images of “perfect” female beauty promoted ubiquitously in magazines, 
television, and films, female and male viewers alike may quickly infer that a female‟s body is 
her most important attribute, and thus a lifelong project” (1997, 2).  It would seem that the 
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heavy burden that young women feel to emulate what is deemed to be “perfect” by the media 
is a learned behavior, one that is established from such a young age that a constant feeling of 
insecurity is the norm.  Martin and Kennedy concluded that this shaky sense of self-
confidence results in “an unstable perceived body image that is responsive to social cues” 
(1994, 110).   
Studies of this nature led to Fredrickson and Robertson‟s development of the 
objectification theory in 1997, which holds that women are inclined to feel shame, anxiety, 
and self-disgust for their “imperfections” as a direct result of society objectifying them as 
something that can be judged based upon arbitrary valuations.  Levine and Smolak‟s research 
supported this theory, as they found that this type of objectification caused young women to 
value their appearances over academia and other forms of social success (1996).  A huge 
aspect of this social pressure-cooker deals with issues of size, as popular culture indicates 
through the imagery and behavior it projects that no matter how thin one is, there is always 
someone who is thinner, meaning that there is always a smaller ideal to strive for and aspire 
to.  This displayed mindset has led researchers to deduce that “for many women, weight is a 
quick and concrete barometer by which to measure oneself and how well one is doing as a 
woman” (Rodin, Silberstein, and Striegal-Moore 1985, 290).  One study even reported that a 
staggering 33,000 of the women polled indicated that they would rather lose ten to fifteen 
pounds than achieve any of their other goals in life (Wolf 1991, 10).   
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B. The Weight-ing Game 
 According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the average American 
woman clocks in at 5‟4” tall and 165 pounds, which puts her at a size 14 (Martinez-White, 
2009).  According to the modeling industry and the majority of clothing designers, that is 
plus-sized.  Unfortunately, the glaring fact that women who are seen as “overweight” by 
society‟s standards make up such a great deal of the American population seems to have little 
to no effect on the fashion or advertising world.  This conclusion is supported by the 
sociocultural theory, which states that society emphasizes extreme thinness as being one of 
the most desirable traits, despite the fact that it is an impossible goal for many women to 
realize (Wiseman, Gray, Mosimann and Ahrens 1992).  Fallon explained what he perceives to 
be the process in specific detail, laying it out as follows: “Here we can see culture setting the 
standard (a thin ideal), individual biology providing a backdrop for inadequacy or falling 
short (i.e., a heavier body), culture providing the acceptable avenue for alteration (dieting), 
and one‟s membership status (i.e., being female and having one‟s self- worth be independent 
of one‟s physical attributes) within the cultural group influencing the vigor with which one 
pursues the avenue of alteration” (1990, 81).  This cycle has led to an undeniable social 
stigma towards larger women, a pressing issue that has motivated the plus-sized writer and 
publisher of Fat!So? magazine, Marilyn Wann, to state that “our culture currently believes 
that thin is good and fat is bad.  This belief encourages the hatred of fat and the deification of 
thin” (1998, 33).  Another full-figured writer, Charisse Goodman, echoes this sentiment, 
vocalizing her conviction that “society cultivates and reinforces a philosophy that thin women 
deserve to live happily ever after”, which silently enforces the unspoken, subconscious belief 
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that fat women do not (1995, XV).  However, one has to wonder, just where does this cultural 
expectation of the thin ideal stem from historically? 
 Believe it or not, there was actually a time, dating back to the 1870s, when being 
pleasantly plump was considered the “it” thing, and signified health, wealth, and 
attractiveness.  Doctors actually believed that being thin contributed to the strain of “nervous 
disorders” that were plaguing the women of the age, and they recommended gaining weight to 
achieve emotional stability.  However, once the tuberculosis epidemic hit the most emulated 
and fashionable figures of the era (that being the artists and the writers), the sickly, thin body 
type that the afflicted sported instantly became en vogue, and was thought to symbolize a 
“delicate, intellectual, and superior nature” (Rothblum and Solovay 2009, 12).  This new take 
on body image carried on into the 1900s, when women would squeeze themselves into 
unforgiving corsets that made their waists as unimaginably tiny as 14 inches around, believing 
that the smaller their waists appeared, the better their odds would be of landing a good marital 
match (Sparhawk 2003).  The 20
th
 century freed women from many social and political 
restrictions, but the “thin is in” motif persisted.  With the advent of the “flapper” persona and 
the lavish and opulent lifestyle its imagery called to mind, women were jarred into a rapid 
reconstruction of the ways in which society encouraged them to look, think, and behave.  The 
content and advertising displayed within the pages of the popular women‟s magazines of this 
time featured sinewy women that set the new standard of beauty and foreshowed the trend of 
perpetuating the unattainable aesthetic and physique that is so prevalent within modern 
society.  For the first time, women were being viewed through the public lens as sex symbols, 
and magazines, along with the advertisements they contained, placed a great deal of pressure 
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on women to constantly seek ways to become a more perfect wife, mother, and individual. 
The extreme aesthetic consumerism borne in the 1920s was a clear indication of America‟s 
growing preoccupation with social and economic power and prestige, and beauty quickly 
became a prime piece of social currency.  This “keeping up with Mrs. Jones” mentality has 
only increased as time has marched on, culminating in 2011s current stick-thin ideal and 
celebrity-crazed culture. 
 
C. Fit and Fat: Can The Two Co-Exist? 
 When the issue of weight is called into question, an inevitable but important factor of 
the discussion is the role that weight plays on an individual‟s physical health and wellbeing.  
While there are numerous doctors and experts that attribute excessive weight as being the 
proponent of a laundry list of serious ailments like diabetes and heart disease, there are also a 
surprising number that question or refute these theories.  In his extensive review of all the of 
the medical studies on death rates and weight, Dr. Glenn Gaesser found that the majority of 
them did not support the belief that thin people outlive heavy ones, but instead suggested that 
weight was not an accurate indication of lifespan, and that overweight people are no more 
likely than slim ones to have clogged arteries (Wann 1998).  Many doctors are also speaking 
out to combat the widely held assumption that fat people are overweight because of reasons 
that they are capable of controlling (i.e., slothfulness and/or overeating), making the case that, 
quite often, obesity is an unavoidable genetic trait.  Drs. Rachel and Richard Heller, who are 
co-authors of the Carbohydrate Addicts Diet, support this notion, stating that “time and again, 
tests lead to the same conclusion: many people who overeat do not get fat, and many people 
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who are overweight do not overeat” (Goodman 1995, 25).  Shaw and Wooley‟s 1991 study 
acknowledges the truthfulness of this statement, making the admission that “we have greatly 
overestimated the number of fat people who are actually overeating”, and bemoaning the fact 
that “this research doesn‟t seem to discourage anyone from making judgments to the 
contrary” (Goodman 1995, 28).   
 A large number of the doctors and scholars questioning the consistent pessimism being 
shown towards overweight society point their fingers towards the behemoth diet industry that 
casts such a prominent and profitable shadow on today‟s weight-conscious consumers.  As 
was wisely pointed out by Wann in the foreword of The Fat Studies Reader, the health of the 
multi-billion-dollar weight loss industry depends solely upon a strong American desire to lose 
weight (Rothblum and Solovay, 2009).  According to Wann, “purveyors of diet products 
exploit and manipulate the insecurities of all women, but especially big women, assuring them 
that happiness is just around the corner if they will use their self-loathing as a springboard to 
move toward the land of the thin” (Wann 1998, 38).  Through research done for her 1997 
book Fat is a Feminist Issue: The Anti-Diet Guide for Women, Orbach found that 97 percent 
of people gain any and all of the weight that they lost through dieting back within just three 
years; however, this overwhelming statistic does nothing to deter the 56 percent of women 
that are actively taking part in some form of a diet on any given day in America (Pipher 
1995).  With the amount of undeserved flak that overweight women are receiving at the hands 
of both the medical and media industry, it comes as no surprise that many of them are 
experiencing social backlash, as well. 
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  D. The Only “Acceptable” Form of Discrimination 
 It is a widely held belief that the negative connotations that society as a whole 
associates with women of a sizeable girth often lead to the development of preconceived 
notions that harm many an “overweight” girl‟s social standing and/or love life.  Charisse 
Goodman, author of the controversial book entitled The Invisible Woman: Confronting 
Weight Prejudice in America, describes weight discrimination as being “a framework for 
issues like power, entitlement, control, conformity, and the ways in which society grants or 
withholds approval, love, sex, social status, and opportunities” (1995, 14).  A specific instance 
in which this form of prejudice was proven to be condoned is that of Ellis-Ordoway‟s 1999 
study, which concluded that “fat people participate in their own persecution, believing that 
their failure to be thin is due to some flaw within themselves, some lack of willpower,” while 
“genetically thin people then feel smug about their own superior willpower” (57).   
Wann refers to this practice of size-dependant discrimination as a “cradle to grave 
phenomenon,” citing five-year-old little girls that are already terrified of gaining weight, who 
then become ten-year-old pre-teens that actively seek out thin friends as ideal playmates, 
leading up to teenagers who are more likely to be depressed or attempt suicide if they are 
overweight (Rothblum and Solovay 2009, XIX).  She also refers to reports in which 
employers revealed that they had dismissed highly qualified overweight applicants because 
they did not represent the ideal corporate image.   
Edut notes the cyclic effect of this way of thinking, stating that “as long as there is a 
standard of beauty, a set of positive attributes assigned arbitrarily to a particular set of body 
parts, there are two camps locked in a xenophobic embrace: those who have the “good” parts, 
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and those who do not; those who are on the inside of the community, and those who, 
tragically, are relegated to its margins” (1998, XV).  While it seems barbaric and preposterous 
that a society that actively recognizes the shallow falsity of this mindset would still participate 
in it, the fact remains that the stereotypes ingrained through decades of sociocultural 
persuasion will be very difficult to ever completely overcome, especially with the mighty 
media on the other side of the ring.  
   
   E. The Media Monster 
 A frighteningly large number of the studies mentioned attribute the lion‟s share of 
women‟s body image issues to what Freedman refers to as the “increasing power of the media 
to define standards of appearance” (1984, 43).  One recent issue that garnered a great deal of 
outrage from the plus-sized community was the choice made by several television stations to 
refuse to air a “racy” Lane Bryant commercial that depicts a foxy plus-sized woman strolling 
through a hotel room in her bra and panties during the Super Bowl.  That would all be well 
and good, were it not for the fact that many of those same stations held no issue whatsoever 
with showing an equally, if not more, risqué Victoria‟s Secret commercial within that same 
time slot.  This is just one example of the ways in which larger women are continuously given 
the shaft in the public eye, leading frustrated full-figured femmes to write books with titles 
like The Invisible Woman; they have had it with being pigeonholed into the same tired, rigid 
roles, and of not being credited with leading full and satisfying social/sex lives.   
 Women‟s interest magazines do a great deal to further the anti-fat bias, as it is they that 
constantly shove the glossy, airbrushed ideal down women‟s throats, while simultaneously 
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hawking headlines that promote the diet of the moment, or awarding the cover to the reality 
television starlet that has just lost 15 pounds and is more than willing to share her (trainer‟s) 
workout tips with the world.  The former editor of Harper’s Bazaar, Kate Betts, even took to 
the “Styles” section of the New York Times to publicly address and apologize for making the 
decision to axe actress Renee Zelleweger as the magazine‟s cover girl because of the weight 
that she had put on for her starring role in Bridget Jones’ Diary.  Titling her piece “The 
Tyranny of Skinny,” Betts called the fashion and media industry‟s habit of slighting the plus-
sized population “a blind spot, one that could ultimately shortchange designers, retailers and 
even magazine publishers” (Weston and Bliss 2005, 270).  She concluded her article with the 
final thought that “fashion, which can make people feel beautiful and glamorous, can also 
make people feel worse about themselves if they‟re not as beautiful, or as thin, as the swans in 
the pictures” (Weston and Bliss 2005, 270).   
 As a result of the perceived power of magazines to inform public opinion, several 
researchers have studied magazines in terms of the role that they play in social comparison.  
Martin and Gentry‟s 1993 studies showed that an overwhelming majority of females between 
the ages of 8 and 18 affirmed the fact that they compared their bodies and physical features to 
those of the models they saw in advertisements and magazines.  According to Wood, the three 
motives that social comparison is used for are in the realms of self-evaluation, self-
improvement, and self-enhancement (1989).  In other words, women were found to stack 
themselves up against the “ideal” as a means of scrutinizing their own level of attractiveness, 
determining actions that they could take in order to be deemed more attractive, and finding 
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some semblance of fault or imperfection with the model that would inflate their own ego and 
give them some minor sense of superiority. 
 The main aspect of magazines that showcase and perpetuate this unattainable 
embodiment of female beauty are the slick, seductive advertisements that beckon readers with 
their visual promises of leading a perfect life following the use of the products they are 
selling.  In his well-known 1960 studies, Potter revealed his belief that advertising “dominates 
the media, has vast power in the shaping of standards, and is really one of the very limited 
group of institutions which exercise social control” (In Sandage and Fryburger, 19).  
Piggybacking on this revelation, Barthel followed up with research in 1988 that led him to the 
conclusion that “advertising has become a central institution through which we give value and 
meaning to our lives” (3).  Since the studies that were performed in the 1980s, the impact and 
allure of advertising in America has only increased, creating an unsettling situation in which a 
media powerhouse motivated by commercial gain refuses to take social or ethical 
responsibility for the unrealistic goals and expectations it foists upon the very subjects that 
line its pockets.  As Tin Geysels aptly observed in her thesis entitled Social Comparison and 
the Effects of Advertising Images of Ideal Female Beauty, “Advertising‟s definition of female 
beauty does not make room for the average woman . . . if aliens were to come to Earth and 
rely only on advertising to teach them what these creatures called women looked like, they 
would end up impressed, but misled” (2000, 78).  The message that these advertisements are 
sending out loud and clear demonstrates that one is not a “real” woman unless she measures 
up (or more likely, down) to the media‟s preferred body type, which only serves in making 
the larger lady feel insecure, outcast, and less-than.  It is as if the media industry as a whole 
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lives in a constant state of terror that if they actually depicted women in a way that was 
realistic and relatable, some precious illusion would be irreparably shattered; the remaining 
question is what, exactly, it is that they are so determined to hold on to.   
  The consistent tendency of women‟s interest magazines to dredge up subconscious 
negative feelings within their readers can often be psychologically devastating.  In a study 
performed by Harrison and Cantor, it was concluded that the more that women expose 
themselves to magazines, the more likely they are to display symptoms of an eating disorder 
(1997).  It is a sobering and frightening thought that women‟s magazines, which were created 
with the good intent to inform, empower, and entertain, are now contributing to the promotion 
of a disease that affects 10 out of every 100 women, and a shocking 1 in 5 women attending 
college (Hoffman 2004, 5).  In another study performed by Stice and Shaw, the researchers 
confirmed that a large number of women felt a much higher level of emotional distress and 
self-consciousness after viewing models depicted in magazines than when they viewed 
women of a “normal” weight (1994).  These feelings of self-loathing are striking women at 
increasingly young ages, resulting in a modern society in which 42 percent of girls between 
the first and the third grade express the desire to be thinner, and 80 percent go on to have 
dieted by the age of 10 (Hoffman, 2004).  Based upon reports filed by the National Eating 
Disorder Association, the number of women who possess confidence and pride in their bodies 
only dwindles with the number of years that they are exposed to media images and ideals, 
culminating in a female population of which a jaw-dropping 80 percent are left feeling 
unhappy with their physical appearance (Ibid).  These overwhelming feelings of inadequacy 
promote additional adverse reactions such as stress, depression, shame, guilt, and self-hate, 
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emotions that, according to Orbach, “absorb an energy that could help us change the world, 
not just our bodies” (1997, 41).   
Thankfully, Orbach is far from being the only sage person in the world to recognize the 
power and satisfaction that can be realized with self-acceptance; with shows like Drop Dead 
Diva and Mike and Molly finally giving the plus-sized persona a starring role within the mass 
media that is independent of the strictures of typecasting, and multiple plus-sized labels 
appearing out of the woodwork on both a designer (Michael Kors, I.N.C.) and a commercial 
(Forever 21, Target) level, it would seem that things may be beginning to look up a bit for the 
fabulous, fat fashionista in 2011 and beyond. 
 
  F. Fighting the Good Fight 
 Naomi Wolf was right on the money when she suggested in her 1991 book The Beauty 
Myth: How Images of Beauty Are Used Against Women that, rather than changing their 
bodies, women should instead change the rules.  In order to combat society‟s resistance to 
upsetting the status quo, Hoffman suggests that the first step toward enacting social change 
should be advancing awareness of the superficiality of the media at a young age, thereby 
enabling adolescents to understand the idea of beauty as a “subjective and learned perception” 
(2004, 8).  Organizations like the National Association to Advance Fat Acceptance and the 
International Size Acceptance Association have been formed to provide support to and 
resources for the larger community, as well as to promote education and understanding that 
cuts down on discrimination and ignorance towards plus-sized people.  Companies like plus-
sized retail giant Lane Bryant do their part to battle weight discrimination by working to 
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recognize and accommodate this demographic; Chris Hansen, the executive vice president of 
marketing for the brand, states that “there has been a whole societal assumption that this 
customer was not interested in fashionable clothes, and most companies erred on the side of 
helping this woman disappear.  We promote clothes that make her look as fabulously sexy 
and easily stylish as the thin woman next to her” (Matis 2006).  In June of 2009, plus-size 
model Gwen DeVoe hosted the first ever Full-Figured Fashion Week in New York City, 
providing an increasing number of plus-sized clothing designers and brands with the high-
profile publicity and in-depth coverage that “straight-size” designers are accustomed to. 
 As Charisse Goodman stated in The Invisible Woman, “it takes a powerful character not 
to vanish beneath the avalanche of stereotypes American society sees when it looks at a fat 
woman” (1995, 2).  The bad news is that the overwhelming amount of evidence discussed 
above indicates that this is a heartbreakingly true statement.  However, the great news is that 
Zaftig was especially created to fly in the face of these preconceived notions and tired 
stereotypes, and to break down the barrier that separates fat women from fashion, beauty, and 
overall acceptance.  Zaftig will employ its disarming combination of frothy charm and zinging 
wit to promote an subconscious positive change in the way that young women view 
themselves, their bodies, and the bodies of others.  As Hoffman suggests, Zaftig will 
“challenge the modern standards of beauty by providing an alternative to the single, rigid 
ideal” of beauty and perfection in hopes that “those who work in the mainstream media will 
be pressured to change their behaviors and begin to portray women more realistically” (2004, 
9-10). 
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CHAPTER TWO: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Difference is what we all have in common. 
  - Lennard Davis, a renowned specialist in disability studies 
 
This section of the paper provides an extensive review of written works and key 
players that have been invaluable in shedding light on and encouraging an understanding of a 
topic that is largely ignored or dismissed by society as a whole, that being the lack of respect 
and resources given to the larger women of America.  In their identification and 
acknowledgement of the concerns and desires of the full-figured female, these authors, 
periodicals, and pioneers have paved the way for a publication like Zafig to find its rightful 
place among the popular women‟s interest magazines being sold on the newsstands.  
Exploring the roles of the essential books and magazines that have contributed to the 
awareness and acceptance of the buxom body type serves as a foundation for understanding 
the history and progress of the cause, as well as being a point of reference towards grasping 
the goals and motivations behind the prototype.  The results garnered from the most notable 
bodies of research and theses regarding body image and its relation to and dependence upon 
the media were previously discussed in the introductory chapter, as a means of providing 
background information and gaining insight into the issue at hand.  Therefore, we will begin 
by delving into key works of literature that have thoroughly defined, discussed, and 
illuminated for the general public exactly what it is like to be a plus-sized woman in America.   
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A. Books 
 In the 1980s, researchers and scientists were becoming increasingly cognizant of and 
concerned about the implications of the media‟s influence on the physical and psychological 
well-being of society, especially that of young women; however, it was not until the „90s that 
women really began to step up and take to their pens to publicize and promote awareness 
towards the injustices and discrimination they were experiencing at the hands of what they 
perceived to be an unfair, judgmental and ignorant social bias.  In 1991, Naomi Wolf 
published the best-selling work entitled The Beauty Myth: How Images of Beauty Are Used 
Against Women.  Written with an unmistakably feminist slant, The Beauty Myth was hailed on 
its cover by the famed feminist Gloria Steinem as being a “smart, angry, insightful book, and 
a clarion call to freedom.”  Wolf addresses the media‟s perpetuation of the thin ideal and 
impossible standards of perfection as all being part of “the beauty myth,” a social institution 
that she considers to be a conspiracy meant to keep women from ever achieving true equality 
with their male counterparts.  As a spokeswoman for third-wave feminism, Wolf reveals that 
she was compelled to write this book because of the alarming number of people who would 
respond to her arguments regarding the troubling rise of eating disorders and plastic surgery 
with different variations of the same resigned phrase, “Women have always suffered for 
beauty” (1991, 3).  She was unsettled by the fact that “it was not commonly understood at the 
time that ideals didn‟t simply descend from heaven, that they actually came from somewhere 
and that they served a purpose,” that purpose often being “a financial one, namely to increase 
the profits of (the) advertisers whose ad dollars actually drove the media that, in turn, created 
the ideals” (Wolf 1991, 3).  Wolf, who is largely considered to be a striking beauty herself, 
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equates the American idea of beauty to a currency system that is informed by politics and 
employed as a means of asserting and maintaining male dominance in America, ensuring that 
“women must unnaturally compete for resources that men have appropriated for themselves” 
(1991, 12).  Wolf cites examples like the Padung appreciation for sagging breasts and the 
Maori‟s admiration of a fat vulva as proof that the concept of beauty is not universal, timeless, 
or concrete, but instead a definitive learned behavior that society promotes and manipulates to 
maintain the status quo.  The book received praise and adulation from the feminist 
community, and is considered the first of its kind to spark sizeable public debate about the 
negative connotations involved with the obsessive nature of the culture of beauty that 
pervades the United States, and where that culture ultimately stems from. 
  In 1995, a member of The National Association for the Advancement of Fat Americans, 
Charisse Goodman, published The Invisible Woman: Confronting Weight Prejudice in 
America, a stinging personal account of the unpleasant realities that come with being a larger 
woman in a culture that advocates and praises skinniness.  Throughout the book, Goodman 
basically reads America the riot act, addressing and expressing the anger and frustration that 
many women were feeling towards the media‟s blatant perpetuation of the thin ideal in a 
public forum.  In what Dr. John P. Foreyt of Baylor College of Medicine refers to on the 
book‟s cover as being “a devastating critique of America‟s prejudice against fat,” Goodman 
accuses the media of promoting outright acts of discrimination against larger women, 
claiming that its ceaseless glorification of the slender body type has led to both conscious and 
unconscious prejudices and abuses being heaped upon plus-sized women by society as a 
whole.  She even makes a strong point in identifying certain similarities and correlations of 
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the plus-sized plight with the well-known historical ones experienced by African-American 
and Jewish people, alluding that the media‟s assessment of thin women as being superior has 
relegated curvy women to the “back of the bus,” so to speak.  In order to support her belief 
that weight prejudice is “a true form of bigotry,” Goodman provides these powerful 
comparisons: 
Like racism, it is based on visible cues; i.e., the fat person is discriminated against 
primarily because of the way she looks.  Like anti-Semitism, it defines an entire group 
numbering in the millions within a narrow range of negative characteristics and 
behaviors.  Like sexism, it elevates the status of one group at the expense of another.  
And like homophobia, it serves as a vehicle of projection for the bigot‟s own anxieties, 
frustrations, and resentments (1995, 7).   
The pent-up anger and resentment that was so clearly evident in the pages of Goodman‟s 
diatribe cast an admittedly sharp, harsh light on a subject that was uncomfortable for some, 
and for others, invited the sexist dismissal of Goodman as merely being an angry fat woman 
raging against the machine.  However, what many people might fail to realize is that being 
labeled an “angry fat woman” is not necessarily a negative thing, and is only perceived to be 
because of the previously established social norms and standards that Goodman‟s rant is 
attempting to overthrow.  The brave, unapologetic tone of The Invisible Woman established 
the public formulation of the idea that weight discrimination was not the larger woman‟s fault 
or problem to solve, but rather, that of the social institutions that put it in motion.  Her jarring 
and illuminating prose successfully demonstrates the point she is trying to make, which is that 
“regardless of the state of your emotional or physical health, your so-called excess weight or 
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compulsive habits, no one has the right to discriminate against you based upon your size” 
(1995, XII).  The indignation and feisty spirit Goodman displays in her writing is contagious, 
and Marsha Germaine Hutchinson was correct when she was quoted on the back cover as 
saying, “Her passion will stir women to throw off the shackles of size oppression and get on 
with their lives.”   
 Goodman‟s persecution of the media‟s starring role in the social exclusion of the full-
figured female was followed up in 1997 with Terry Poulton‟s book entitled No Fat Chicks: 
How Big Business Profits By Making Women Hate Their Bodies---And How To Fight Back.  
Rather than honing in on sexism or discrimination as the culprit for the state of society‟s 
promotion of the thin ideal, Poulton‟s argument traces all of the disturbing statistics regarding 
women‟s body image and weight issues that were discussed in the introductory chapter of this 
thesis back to one overriding issue---money.  Once an active participant in the “thin is in” 
belief that has captured the minds, bodies, and pocketbooks of millions of Americans, Poulton 
endured a long, hard “battle of the bulge,” including a 65-pound weight loss and subsequent 
65-pound weight gain, before she reached the ultimate conclusion that people were literally 
making a profit off of her feeling awful about herself, day in and day out.  This a-ha moment 
led her to research and expose the various industries, from healthcare to fashion, that are 
knowingly promoting an unrealistic ideal, and then unabashedly cashing in on women‟s 
(usually failed) attempts to meet it.  Fat, thin, or somewhere in between, this work serves as a 
wake-up call and call-to-arms for all women caught up in the never-ending quest for physical 
perfection, encouraging women to question why in the world someone is getting rich off of 
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their own unhappiness, and to realize their own role, financial or otherwise, in the social 
stigmatization of plus-sized women. 
 One year later, in 1998, a collection of essays edited by Ophira Edut came out, entitled 
Body Outlaws: Rewriting the Rules of Beauty and Body Image.  Instead of calling attention to 
the various ways in which plus-sized women were mistreated and mishandled by society, 
Edut‟s intention was to publish a work in which women celebrated the things about 
themselves that were normally viewed in a negative light through the scope of society‟s 
traditional standards of beauty.  In their own words, several women contributed stories about 
coming to appreciate the physical features that used to make them feel inferior to other 
women, from the size of their rear ends to the color of their skin.  In addition, several women 
shared stories about how they overcame the physical and psychological issues that manifested 
themselves as a result of their inability to measure up to society‟s idea of perfection, such as 
exercise bulimia.  In what Publisher’s Weekly refers to on the cover as “a step forward in the 
discussion of how feminine attractiveness is viewed in American society,” Edut provides a 
fresh perspective on the discussion of the culture of beauty and the thin ideal by 
simultaneously acknowledging the status quo and providing tales of triumph instilling the 
hope that these superficial expectations can be diminished and overcome.  In one such 
anecdote, Edut recounts the story of the plus-sized model Kate Dillon, who was criticized and 
mocked for her decision to end her career as a straight-sized model in favor of becoming a 
plus-sized one; she had the last laugh, going on to achieve major commercial success, being 
voted one of People magazine‟s “50 Most Beautiful People” with a fuller figure and happier 
sense of self (XXI).  Regarding the overall goal she wishes to fulfill with the publication of 
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Body Outlaws, Edut states her hope that “Body Outlaws lifts taboos, and ultimately propels 
women into a firm belief in our entitlement.  We are entitled to love our bodies at any size.  
We are entitled to live in a world where liking our bodies makes us normal---not outlaws” 
(XXV).   
 Another popular work that encouraged self-love and body acceptance was also released 
in 1998, a book by well-known fat activist Marilyn Wann entitled Fat!So?: Because You 
Don’t Have To Apologize For Your Size!  The book is based upon the independent fat-
acceptance magazine that Wann published for several years under the same title to much 
critical acclaim, garnering mentions on Oprah‟s talk show and the popular teen-centric 
television channel MTV, write-ups in USA Today, the Washington Post, and Glamour, and 
being nominated for the Alternative Press Award in both 1995 and 1996.  Written in a tone 
infused with snarky humor and an effervescent sense of fabulousness (one that is very similar 
to the approach taken by Zaftig), Wann makes her points by leading through example, 
showcasing exactly why she is such a key player in the fat-activism movement.  Wann 
promotes a merry, carefree attitude and state of mind that was lacking in the aforementioned 
materials, employing cutesy quizzes, fun facts, and amusing graphics to drive home her more 
serious point that American needs a major shift in priorities, and to express her desire for 
everyone to adopt the simple goal of eating well, exercising, and happily accepting whatever 
body type that healthy lifestyle spawns for themselves and others.  Wann‟s activism efforts 
have successfully led to the creation of a law in her hometown of San Francisco that makes it 
illegal to discriminate against people because of reasons related to their height and weight in 
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regards to acquiring employment, housing, or public access, and Fat!So? is a pitch-perfect 
continuation of her dedication to supporting and empowering the plus-sized community.   
She has received letters from people all over the world describing the happiness and humor 
that her writing has brought to their lives, and how it has made them feel good about 
themselves for the first time (Edut 1998, XXI).  Wann is only one of the many advocates of 
body-acceptance who have turned to the world of magazines as a means of spreading their 
message, and the following subsection will emphasize how the development of plus-sized 
magazines has aided in furthering the movement towards a more positive self-concept and 
body image among women. 
 
B. Magazines 
 BBW magazine, which coined the commonly used phrase “big beautiful woman,” was 
the first of its kind to be launched in 1979.  It grew to be one of the most widespread and 
reliable resources and outlets of the plus-sized community, spawning merchandise, fashion 
shows, and model searches.  However, throughout its 24-year run, the magazine encountered 
constant funding issues, undergoing several changes in ownership before ceasing publication 
in 2003.  BBW’s website details the valiant efforts made by the minds behind the magazine to 
keep the publication in print, but attributes the “devastating blow” of the ultimate failure of 
the publication to a lack of support and interest from advertisers.  In what has come to be a 
popular trend among failed plus-sized magazines, BBW transitioned into a web community, in 
hopes that it could provide a more widespread audience with its message at a fraction of the 
cost.      
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Radiance was the next major plus-sized magazine to hit the scene.  Launched by 
founder and editor Alice Ansfield in 1984, the magazine was published quarterly for 16 years 
before it crumbled in 2000, also due to a lack of funding.  As is stated on the magazine‟s 
website, Radiance was created with the intent to “support women all sizes of large in living 
proud, full, active lives, at whatever weight, with self-love and self-respect (Ansfield 2009).  
Radiance’s proud and positive tone, as well as its incorporation of women that were heavier 
than the typical plus-sized models‟ size 16-18 frame, resulted in the development of a large 
and loyal following that continues to mourn the loss of the publication through online forums 
and blog posts to this day. As one reader with the handle turtlegrrl stated on bigfatblog.com,
 I want Radiance back.  It did all the right things, it had all the size acceptance
 politics, and not only did it use models over size 16, I don't think that I ever once, in 16
 years, saw a model UNDER a size 16 on its pages. It didn't just talk about makeup,
 clothes, etc., it talked about everything pertinent to the lives of larger people, and
 included a column in every issue by Bill Fabrey, one of NAAFA's founders. I still miss
 that magazine. 
However, as another reader known as DeeLeigh pointed out in response to this comment, 
while Radiance satisfied the overwhelming need for available editorials and perspectives that 
the larger woman could relate to, it lacked the slick, stylized feel that women crave when 
seeking to escape into a magazine.  While its models were realistic and their looks were 
attainable, DeeLeigh and others express the desire for a magazine that “glamorizes and 
idealizes larger women, creating a whole new archetype.” 
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 Radiance and BBW paved the way for the advent of 1997s more polished and edgy 
plus-sized magazine, Mode.  Capitalizing on the social dearth of captivating imagery that 
appealed to and glorified the fuller-figured female, the creators of Mode came together with 
the goal to “give plus size women a voice and an image in fashion that we never had before” 
(Co 2011).  Mode was the launching pad of the first plus-sized supermodel, Emme Aronson, 
who is now one of the most famous figureheads in plus-sized fashion and apparel today.  
However, despite the positive reactions and feedback it received from the plus-sized 
community, Mode was forced to close its doors in 2001; according to the magazine‟s 
founding Fashion and Style Director, Michele Weston, this was due largely in part to the 
events of 9/11, which apparently scared off their new partner, leaving them unable to find a 
buyer for the title.  However, she is quick to assert that “the audience was there; it was never a 
lack of interest from the women” (Jones 2011).  
 Several of the editors from the now-defunct Mode joined forces to give their efforts in 
the magazine industry another go-round, launching Grace magazine in 2002.  Led by the 
previous executive editor of Mode, Ceslie Armstrong, Grace aimed to learn from the setbacks 
experienced by the fallen fashion magazine; according to Armstrong, Grace was armed with 
an entirely new group of financial backers and an editorial strategy that went far beyond the 
limitations of beauty and fashion, a narrow scope that many speculated was one of the reasons 
behind the failure of Mode.  Grace called itself an “all-purpose women‟s title with 
entertainment news, horoscopes, fitness advice, and other typical magazine fare, but with 
models who happen to look more like typical women, more than half of whom wear a size 12 
and up” (Sutel 2002).  However, the creators of Grace shied away from being labeled a  
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plus-sized magazine, preferring the more vague description of  “a lifestyle and fashion book 
that reflects women today;” Armstrong stated her belief that referring to the publication as 
being intended solely for plus-sized women further marginalized the audience, another 
mistake she believed was made at Mode (Posnock 2003).  Armstrong had high hopes 
regarding her second attempt in the magazine industry, citing an increase in the amount of 
potential advertisers and plus-sized clothing lines that had become available since Mode’s 
publication (Sutel, 2002).  Unfortunately for the magazine, Grace was negatively received by 
the plus-sized community because of the perception that it displayed a lack of fat acceptance 
in its depiction of larger women in baggy, shapeless clothing, and the reluctance shown by the 
magazine in claiming a “plus-sized” label blew up in its face.  As a result of these criticisms, 
Grace‟s lead investor dropped out of the operation, and the magazine ceased publication after 
only 10 issues.          
   Figure, a plus-sized magazine created by Charming Shoppes, the brains behind the 
mega-retailers Lane Bryant, Catherine‟s, and Fashion Bug, went to press in August 2003.  
The magazine was initially met with success, appealing to the aforementioned stores‟ 
customer base and selling an impressive 280,000 copies and 11,000 subscriptions in its first 
three weeks of publication.  Geri Brin, the co-publisher and editorial director, spoke out about 
the need for a plus-sized magazine that was made available and attracted a mainstream 
audience, stating that “this is not a niche, it‟s a huge market that‟s been treated like a niche,” 
and vowing to meet the needs of a market that has been “ill-served and under-served by 
fashion magazines” (Posnock 2003).  However, although Brin and her colleagues talked the 
talk, it appears that they did not walk the walk.  Figure began to receive a great deal of 
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criticism from the plus-sized community, many of whom claimed that the magazine was little 
more than a glorified catalog advertising the Charming Shoppes franchise; the magazine was 
also was met with ire and disdain over its decision to include advertising for Weight 
Watcher‟s and other diet and weight-loss programs.  After six years of publication, the 
magazine shut down in 2009, citing “unprecedented economic times” as the reason for its 
demise on the official website. 
 Finally, we arrive at what is considered to be the most popular and current plus-sized 
magazine in America today, which is published in a (surprise, surprise) virtual format.  Plus 
Model Magazine was established in July 2006, and its website hails it as being “the pulse of 
plus size fashion, beauty, arts, and modeling.”  Although it is firmly tethered in the world of 
fashion, the magazine does its part to promote self-acceptance among young, impressionable 
girls, with its mission being to “inspire YOU to thrive in your curves, crave contemporary 
fashion and design your life on your own terms, sans apologies.”  According to editor-in-chief 
Madeline Figueroa Jones, who is also a former member of the Mode team, the goal of the 
magazine is to “develop models, increase brand awareness and work with other like-minded 
companies and organizations to increase the positive awareness (that) plus-sized people 
deserve,” in hopes that eventually “all plus-sized women (will) love themselves enough to be 
good to themselves, their bodies and each other”  (Jones 2011).  Upon being asked about the 
challenges she faces in publishing a magazine geared towards larger women in a weight-
obsessed world, Jones emphasizes the constant struggle in overcoming stereotypes that larger 
women are trained by the media to buy into about themselves, and she also cites the 
difficulties that come about as a result of the misconception that plus-sized publications are 
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advocating obesity, rather than a healthy sense of self-acceptance and self-confidence (Co 
2011).  
 
C. Analysis 
 All of the aforementioned publications have served in some way, shape, or form as a 
vehicle for informing and furthering the rights, resources, and privileges afforded to plus-
sized women.  The Beauty Myth, The Invisible Woman, and No Fat Chicks were each 
instrumental in drawing media attention to and educating the masses about the oft-overlooked 
social difficulties faced by women that are deemed overweight, and they provided compelling 
insight into what they perceive to be the cultural issues that have shaped the status quo.  
Whether one believes that this stigma stems from sexism, bigotry, commerce, or another issue 
entirely, the works of these women make it clear that for whatever reason, the current state of 
women‟s self-perception is markedly and disconcertingly low.  Body Outlaws and Fat!So? 
each illustrate the flip side of the coin, perpetuating the positive messages that the size-
acceptance movement seek to communicate to women about finding happiness and 
satisfaction with their bodies, just as they are.  All of the information contained in these books 
inadvertently supports the idea that a mainstream form of media promoting the full-figured 
body type by appealing to a hip, successful, and current young audience could be invaluable 
and instrumental in changing the overall social perception and treatment of plus-sized women.   
 Each of the major plus-size publications discussed in this section brought something 
unique and different to the table, and there were positive aspects and drawbacks among the 
strategies and presentations of them all.  BBW magazine was at the forefront of the size-
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acceptance movement, and it set the precedent for all of the plus-sized periodicals that came 
after it; however, it was always on shaky financial ground, and its lack of firm leadership and 
direction made it an ultimately unreliable publication. Radiance was the most relatable and 
popular of all of the magazines, and (unlike many of the others) it always stayed true to its 
goal of promoting confidence and a sense of normalcy among plus-sized women; however, it 
was missing the glamour and sophistication that attract many women to the seductive and 
sumptuous world of magazines.  Mode was the magazine that was most on-par and 
competitive with the other leading women‟s interest titles of its time, absolutely fulfilling its 
promise of providing up-to-date, cutting-edge fashion and visuals to and for an audience that 
had never before been associated with haute couture.  However, its choice to overlook 
covering other aspects of larger living besides fashion meant that it failed to satisfy all of the 
wants and needs of the plus-sized reader.  Grace was a mess, despite having the best of 
intentions to provide larger women with a full-on lifestyle magazine made just for them; their 
fear of the financial harm they thought would befall them in lieu of being totally associated 
with the plus-sized demographic, coupled with their hands-off approach to the fat acceptance 
movement, completely did them in.  What plus-sized woman wants to support a magazine that 
is loath to fully support them?  Figure made very similar mistakes; although it was highly 
accessible and had an ideal built-in audience, being sold in Charming Shoppes locations 
nationwide, it alienated its readership by sending the same anti-fat message as other 
mainstream media with its publication of advertisements promoting diet and weight-loss 
products.  Plus Model Magazine is an excellent, satisfying resource for plus-sized fashion and 
size-acceptance encouragement for young women; however, the fact that it is a virtual 
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publication does little to differentiate it from the millions of other popular fat-acceptance 
blogs and websites bouncing around the Internet, and just like Mode, its intense focus on 
fashion holds it back from providing the reader with a full and balanced perspective on larger 
living. 
 Each of these magazines leave a lesson to take away in their wake, and are all important 
stepping stones to creating a women‟s interest magazine for plus-sized women that does its 
audience justice.  The following methodology chapter highlights the thought and planning that 
has gone into Zaftig to ensure that it emulates the best qualities of all of these magazines, and 
by-passes the worst.  Finally, it showcases the unique characteristics that put Zaftig in a 
league all of its own. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
We’re young. We’re fat. We’re fabulous. 
-Gabi Gregg, plus-sized blogger and MTV‟s first-ever Twitter jockey 
 
 The overall goal of this thesis project is to establish the social benefits that would be 
gained with the publication of a mainstream magazine that embodies the positive, self-esteem 
enhancing ideals and motivations that serve as the source of inspiration for Zaftig.  Therefore, 
the methodology chapter seeks to communicate the reasons why the prototype for Zaftig is a 
viable, well-planned, and well-executed solution to this social problem, and to describe the 
ways in which it improves upon the foundation laid down by its predecessors.  
 
A. Why Zaftig? 
 The 48-page prototype of Zaftig and the accompanying business plan that serve as the 
crux of this thesis project were created with the goal of providing a vast audience that lacks a 
mainstream magazine of its own with a publication that goes above and beyond fulfilling that 
need.  As is repeatedly evidenced by the research discussed in this paper, magazines play a 
pivotal role in the way in which women perceive the world around them, which accordingly 
impacts the way that they view themselves in comparison; for better or for worse, magazines 
are extremely influential upon American society in terms of establishing what is “in” at any 
given time, and they are considered trusted informants on what is beautiful and not beautiful, 
what is “cool” and what isn‟t, what is acceptable and unacceptable, and so on.  Their 
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reputation for setting the standards of sexiness and beauty is exactly why it is so vital that 
plus-sized women begin to be recognized by this particular form of media as being deserving 
of recognition, attention and praise.  As long as this demographic continues to be ignored by 
the mainstream magazine industry, the considerable social, financial and aesthetic value of 
big, beautiful women will remain under-appreciated and untapped. 
 Besides the obvious sociocultural need for a plus-positive magazine that appeals to 
young women (the most psychologically vulnerable recipients of the constant media barrage 
of the thin ideal), studies show that magazines are also the media outlet that stand to expose 
the most widespread number of people to the message being conveyed.  According the official 
2010/ 2011 Magazine Handbook released by MPA, the Association of Magazine Media, an 
astonishing 96 percent of young adults actively read magazines.  The majority of those young 
adults fall right into Zaftig’s targeted 18 to 24-year-old demographic.  The same handbook 
indicates that a greater number of consumers trust the opinions and information relayed to 
them through magazines than that of its main competitor, the Internet.  When one considers 
the highly prioritized role that fashion plays in many young women‟s lives, it is also 
important to note that magazines are considered the top media in influencing clothing and 
apparel sales.  The two top-selling magazine categories are those that revolve around 
entertainment/celebrity issues or apparel and accessories, two areas that will constitute a large 
portion of Zaftig’s subject matter (MPA 2010).  Additionally, the highest-grossing advertising 
categories within women‟s interest magazines are those relating to toiletries and cosmetics, 
both of which are types of products that young women of all sizes find appealing; however, 
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they will be especially perfect for the pages of Zaftig, where there is a strict policy against 
advertisements that promote the thin ideal in any way.            
Zaftig intends to function as the big girl‟s bible, relaying expert advice and guidance 
on everything from fashion and beauty, to men and relationships, to health and fitness, and so 
much more.  It also is committed to providing plus-sized women with content, editorials, and 
features that they find personally appealing, and that specifically relate to their lives, 
experiences, and feelings; for example, the prototype issue includes a feature story on a group 
of pioneering plus-sized fashion bloggers that have formed the wildly popular web 
community Young, Fat, and Fabulous, as well as a piece detailing the benefits and pitfalls that 
come with climbing the corporate ladder as a curvy woman.  As is stated in the prototype‟s 
Letter from the Editor, Zaftig is positioning itself as Glamour, Allure, and Cosmo all rolled in 
to one--- and super-sized. 
 
B. How? 
 As one will immediately be able to gather upon viewing the prototype, Zaftig proposes 
to achieve popularity and acceptance through appealing to young women in ways very similar 
to the methods executed by two leading women‟s interest magazines, Glamour and Marie 
Claire.  Both of these magazines are outstanding publications within their category; 
refreshing, interesting, and always entertaining, they are worthy, seasoned competitors that set 
a very high standard to meet.  Each of these titles have also made marginal efforts to include 
larger women within their pages; Glamour was recently lauded for incorporating photos here 
and there of women that, at a size 10 or 12, were slightly larger than the usual stick-thin 
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models that usually grace their pages, and Marie Claire puts out a one-page column every 
month entitled “Big Girl in A Skinny World,” in which plus-sized stylist Ashley Falcon 
provides a bit of fashion advice for the full-figured woman.  While these minute acts of 
recognition are much more than most other women‟s interest magazines can lay claim to, 
small scraps of relevant information and advice are simply not enough to satisfy a 
demographic that greatly outweighs, in both pounds and population, the tiny one actually 
being represented by the magazine.  Therefore, Zaftig will adopt the same fun, girly tone that 
makes these magazines so beloved by American women, but it will revolve completely 
around an audience that other publications only acknowledge in passing. 
 As is made abundantly clear in the literature review, many bright minds have already 
reached this same conclusion, and Zaftig is far from being the first attempt made to fill this 
glaring oversight in the landscape of women‟s interest magazines.  The failed efforts of other 
magazines to sustain a successful plus-sized publication beg the immediate question of how 
Zaftig plans to avoid a similar fate.  For starters, Zaftig will steer clear of the huge misstep 
that Grace made in not fully identifying with its readers by being very obvious and prideful in 
its representation of the full-figured female; the cover girl featured on the prototype issue is 
the famous singer/songwriter Adele, a plus-sized beauty that is automatically associated 
within pop culture as being “larger than the norm” and a source of inspiration for big girls 
everywhere.  Also, the tagline of the magazine reads “the skinny on everything plus,” which 
immediately communicates in a playful but effective manner the clear intentions of the 
magazine.   
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 The greatest issue faced by all of the magazines listed in the literature review appeared 
to be a lack of advertising, meaning that a) they were more than likely operating on the 
traditional business model of magazines, with advertising being their main source of revenue, 
and b) that the advertisers they approached were loath to be associated with a plus-sized 
publication.  Business is business, and money is money, so the fact that any corporation 
would be reluctant to serve its fuller-figured consumers is ludicrous; fortunately, with the 
small but significant improvements being made as of late in both the magazine and 
entertainment industry to further meet the needs of the plus-sized community, the climate in 
2011 is better than ever to attract consumers willing to be featured in Zaftig.  Despite these 
notable advances, it would be foolish to be unprepared for the possibility of Zaftig facing 
many of the same advertising woes that befell the plus-sized publications that came before it; 
therefore, Zaftig plans to diversify in ways that previous titles overlooked, opening itself up to 
alternative means of income like sponsored articles and product reviews (that do not in any 
way jeopardize the clear-cut message of the magazine, of course).  It will also leverage its 
resources, and pay a great deal of attention to promoting itself before its initial publication 
date through public relations, viral marketing, and social networking.  This will serve the dual 
purpose of generating buzz and gaining public support for the magazine, especially within the 
plus-sized community, and will in turn attract more potential advertisers.  An example of this 
method is Zaftig‟s intention to partner with well-known blogs and websites like the featured 
community Young, Fat, and Fabulous to achieve optimum awareness and brand recognition 
among its targeted audience. 
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 Most importantly, Zaftig will work tirelessly to stay on top of the most current and 
cutting-edge trends in fashion and pop culture, striving to make each and every issue better 
than the last, and will fulfill the promise it has made to its readers to always provide 
exemplary content that will crush every “muu-muu wearing Mamaw” stereotype that pervades 
the plus-sized community. 
 
  C. The Future of Zaftig 
 As is reflected in the business plan, Zaftig will initially be published six times a year   
instead of twelve (in an effort to cut costs), and it will be priced at $7.50 per issue. The 
magazine will be consumer-centric, relying on only 15 percent of its revenue from 
advertisement at first, with plans to expand that number to 30 percent after two years of 
publishing, in hopes of ending up at a 50-50 percent rate by Year Four.  The ideal circulation 
will be to hit 100,000 readers after the first year, with aspirations to grow that number to 
200,000 or greater after four years of being published.  A proposed budget for the publication 
is included in the business plan that is provided as an appendix.  
 If Zaftig exceeds all expectations and is a huge hit with plus-sized women nationwide, 
there would come a time for the consideration of printing once a month rather than once every 
two months, and we would slowly increase our number of newsstand copies to jockey for 
position with the likes of Zaftig’s major competitors, Glamour and Marie Claire.  The ideal 
situation would be becoming a name that is as familiar and beloved as the two aforementioned 
titles, and an irreplaceable staple in every fatshionista's life.  If, however, things were to go 
awry, and the magazine did not take off in the way that it was expected to after four years of 
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being printed, Zaftig would continue to move forward, but it would transition into web-based 
publishing, where most materials endorsing and supporting plus-sized women have officially 
found their home.  Turning to the World Wide Web would be the most cost-effective and 
realistic plan.  However, the popularity of the Internet as a forum for all things fat and 
fabulous obviously means much greater deal of competition than what would be faced in the 
world of printed product, and the possibility of being drowned out by those established 
competitors is a very real threat.  So, while the Internet would not be the preferred outlet for 
sharing the magazine’s message, the belief that Zaftig's exceptional content could and would 
outshine its competition makes this venue a viable second choice if Zaftig were to flop in 
print. 
 
D. The Prototype 
 As was previously mentioned, the prototype for Zaftig was created with the firm resolve 
to absolutely avoid including any advertisements that in any way supported or condoned the 
thin ideal that is such a central part of the advertising featured within other women‟s-interest 
magazines.  Admittedly, this was one of the most challenging aspects of the magazine‟s 
creation, as almost all of the advertisements commonly showcased in women‟s magazines are 
for high-end clothing lines that are only made in sizes that will accommodate thin women, 
such as Versace, Prada, Armani, and the like.  Even in the case of advertisements that were 
promoting handbags or makeup, it was difficult to find ones that did not glorify and glamorize 
the slender body type.  To overcome this issue, advertisements that appealed to “women with 
curves” were used, such as one for Levi‟s jeans that are made for larger women, along with 
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advertisements that depicted the product itself, and not a model wearing/using it.  
Advertisements that showcased some of the few beautiful women in Hollywood that are 
known and celebrated for their hourglass figures, like Scarlett Johansson and Christina 
Hendricks, also came in handy as a means of skirting this issue. 
 As one can easily ascertain from the cover page of the prototype alone, Zaftig chose to 
appeal to its intended young, hip audience by employing a language and tone that could be 
described as the way that many twenty-somethings talk to one another via text; the magazine 
is meant to feel like an intimate conversation with one‟s best girlfriend, and it seeks to achieve 
a bond and closeness with its reader by communicating with them in a chatty, silly, tongue-in-
cheek manner. Zaftig chooses to promote its message through loud, colorful, and lively 
discussion, bringing about a happy, celebratory state of mind that will aid in driving home the 
positive mental messages that that the magazine wishes to instill within its readers.  With 
sassy descriptions that tickle one‟s funny bone, such as the piece that refers to the full-figured 
wives of actors as “big-boned beauties and the hunky celebs they bone,” Zaftig seeks to gain 
loyal followers by creating an unparalleled fun and funny publication that addicts readers to 
the likeable and zany image it personifies. 
 In determining the type of content to include within the prototype that would best reflect 
the message that Zaftig wishes to impress upon its readers, the utmost importance was placed 
upon emphasizing the fact that plus-sized women lead just as full, fabulous, exciting, and 
glamorous lives as those of their skinnier counterparts.  Zaftig seeks to discredit the negative 
assumptions made about larger women in regards to their health and fitness, so it was 
carefully decided that the prototype would include a feature about yoga, focusing on the 
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mental benefits that relaxation and meditation provide, rather than promoting the exercise as 
being a means of losing weight.  Zaftig also prioritizes painting the plus-sized woman as a 
very sexy and sexual being, recognizing the fact that the media‟s continuous assertion that 
skinny equals sexy has led to a lack of assuredness in many full-figured women regarding  
their love lifes, especially inside the bedroom.  By providing encouragement, advice, and 
support in this arena designed specifically for the larger ladies (who, by the way, are NEVER 
mentioned in this respect within other mainstream women‟s interest magazines), Zaftig 
possesses the capability to vastly improve a woman‟s confidence not only mentally and 
physically, but sexually as well. 
 Without further ado, please proceed on to Appendix B, where the full prototype for the 
first issue of Zaftig awaits. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: DISCUSSION 
 A big ass is an asset. 
  -Alex Pence, founder and editor-in-chief of Zaftig magazine 
 
 Fat.  This tiny three-letter word possesses the power to immediately produce a jumble 
of unattractive images and negative connotations within the minds of Americans.  Whether 
instant recall stimulates the memory of a Youtube video poking fun at a large girl falling off 
of a table (the infamous “Scarlett Takes a Tumble”), the buxom girl that seduces the skinny 
white boy in the popular teen comedy Road Trip, or some other cliché, the chances are slim to 
none that the mental reaction to this word will be a positive one.  What few people ever sit 
back and ponder is why it is that their brain is conditioned to automatically jump to these 
conclusions.  The answer is simple, friends: the media told you to. 
 The magazine, television, and beauty industry is dogged in its constant promotion of the 
mindset that in order for a woman to be beautiful, happy, successful, and desirable to the 
opposite sex, she must first be thin.  The media sells women on the idea that being considered 
“hot” makes every aspect of a woman‟s life better and easier, and the images that it presents 
to the public embodying the quintessential representation of the “sexy girl” has resulted in the 
belief among both men and women that being slim is the most important pre-requisite to 
being considered physically attractive.  Although numerous studies have shown that this way 
of thinking is learned and based entirely upon embedded social cues, it is so deeply couched 
in American culture that the majority of society just accepts it as a way of life. 
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 This laissez-faire, “thems-the-breaks” attitude towards the physical and psychological 
well being of the young women that are negatively affected by this perpetuation of the thin 
ideal is exactly why there is an urgent social necessity for a magazine like the one proposed 
with Zaftig.  Although the small independent magazines, webzines, blogs, and web 
communities created by proponents of the fat-acceptance movement all play an important and 
affirmative role in supporting and encouraging the plus-sized women that seek them out for 
that purpose, they are not sufficient answers to this epic body-image issue because they are 
only visible to the audience that they are intending to reach.  In order to stimulate significant 
positive change and progress in the way that society views and treats plus-sized women, there 
must be a popular form of mainstream media put in place that captures the attention and 
respect of everyone, not just its targeted demographic.  Public acknowledgment and ultimate 
approval of an institution like Zaftig is what it will take to establish more equal social footing 
for plus-sized women.  
 Because of the fact that Zaftig’s success in promoting major social change relies so 
heavily upon its public reception, great pains were taken to ensure that the prototype issue of 
Zaftig reflected current celebrities and trends in popular culture that would cancel out any 
notion that it was stodgy, out of touch, or matronly in any way (which are the most common 
negative opinions held by young women regarding the plus-sized industry as a whole).  The 
magazine is very concerned with its own image, and is fully committed to reflecting what is 
considered to be “cool” within the culture of young America, as gaining their approval and 
appreciation is the only way in which their mindsets might be altered.  Zaftig was purposeful 
in the choice to feature celebrities that are widely considered to be beautiful and sexy because 
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of their curvy physique, like Scarlett Johansson, Christina Hendricks, and all of the women 
showcased on the back page‟s “Rear View” spotlight.  It was also a conscious decision to 
include the latest large-and-in-charge female vocalists, like the wildly popular British singing 
sensation Adele and Amber Riley, who plays the resident diva on Glee, a television show that 
has become a cultural phenomenon.  The special considerations that went into positioning 
Zaftig as an embodiment of the interests and issues of young women who just so happen to be 
fat ensure that it will not get bogged down in the same perceptions that were garnered by plus-
sized women‟s interest magazines of the past. 
 That being said, it is necessary to note the fact that finding young, popular celebrities 
that fit the bill of being plus-sized, or even mildly curvy, was no easy task.  For reasons made 
exceedingly clear throughout this thesis, the majority of women who start out as being heavier 
within the entertainment industry usually succumb to the pressures of the media and 
Hollywood to conform to the skinny standard, inevitably slimming down as their star rises. 
Prominent examples of this rule include, but are definitely not limited to, America Ferrara, 
Jennifer Hudson, Raven-Symone, Khloe Kardashian, Carrie Underwood, Kelly Osbourne, and 
many, many more.  The difficulty of discovering new and fresh famous faces that represent 
the full-figured woman in Hollywood presents a major limitation of the project, and will 
require a good deal of digging, creativity, and a commitment to exposing and promoting 
breakout stars, models, and labels. 
 The inordinate amount of time and effort it took to locate enough advertisements and 
celebrities to support an outstanding magazine for plus-sized young women made it 
abundantly clear that in order for a magazine like Zaftig to work, it will have to be 
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instrumental in building up the very culture that it seeks to present and promote to the public.  
Because of the strict expectations that women, especially those in the public eye, are expected 
to meet physically, it is shamefully rare that a plus-sized woman ekes her way into becoming 
a popular public figure.  Therefore, an important lesson learned in the making of this 
magazine was how small of a representation of the plus-sized community there currently is 
within the entertainment industry.  The only way to overcome this hurdle is to exhaust all 
available resources and to think outside of the box until the magazine (ideally) reaches a level 
of success that will enable it to influence the dynamics of popular culture, creating a social 
climate in which a larger woman has an easier time breaking into the fashion and 
entertainment world.   
 While celebrities, popular culture, fashion and entertainment will play leading roles 
within the magazine as a means of generating public interest and providing entertainment, the 
purpose of Zaftig is not to champion famous plus-sized celebrities and models.  The magazine 
was not developed with the intention of promoting plus-sized clothing brands or labels.  
Although it plans to support and advance all of these entities, Zaftig was created with one 
singular person in mind.  The girl who feels that she must compensate for not being a male‟s 
specific ideal of beauty.  The girl who is constantly told that she has “such a pretty face.”   
The girl that spends hours attempting to find one appealing item of clothing in the plus-sized 
section of the store, only to leave empty-handed.  The girl who doles out relationship advice 
to her girlfriends that she rarely gets the chance to apply to her own love life.  She counts.  
She matters.  She is important.  She is smart, and beautiful, and funny, and successful, and it 
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is high time that society recognizes it.  With the help of Zaftig, this long-overdue realization 
could finally become a reality.  
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I.  Mission Statement 
Zaftig is an edgy and innovative magazine for young, career-driven women whose 
style and tone calls to mind that of Glamour or Marie Claire; however, the quality that makes 
it unique and extremely relevant to today's specific market needs is that it is targeted directly 
towards the confident full-figured woman.  Zaftig possesses a zinging wit and splashy sense 
of fabulosity that makes it a force to be reckoned with, and the additional fact that it caters to 
the larger lady carves a niche that no current popular women’s magazine can compete with. 
Zaftig pledges to use its' stiletto to successfully stomp every "muu-muu wearing Mamaw" 
stereotype that pervades plus-size fashion, one kick-ass issue at a time.  
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II.  Contents 
 
1. Departments 
      
 
A. Exclusively in Zaftig 
*A preview of all feature stories, giving the reader a taste of what‟s to come in the magazine   
*Ex: The 50 Most Buxomly Beautiful Babes in the Game (and how we can work it like they 
do!) 
 
B.Sparkle and Shine 
*Makeup and beauty department that features the latest skin and  
cosmetic trends, including beauty tutorials and advice from the best and brightest in the 
beauty industry 
*Regular columns will be included about skin, health, time-saving tricks, and the best new 
beautifiers and products 
*Ex: Spotlight: The shapely and swaggerific makeup artist/model Rosie Mercado gives us her 
surefire “get sexy” tips 
 
C. Fierce 
* Fashion and style department for the flabulous femme fatale, featuring the latest runway 
looks, wallet-friendly wear, and more 
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* Regular columns will be included about salary shrinkers, celebrity/designer fashion advice, 
editorial question and answer, and do‟s and don‟t 
* Ex: Killer Combos: A tutorial from totally chic designer Darren Trentacosta on how to get 
the biggest bang out of last season’s leftovers 
 
D. Just Live Your Life 
* Department covering lifestyle/lurve related topics, running the gamut from emotional and 
financial issues to sexual ones 
* Regular columns will include “BBW Lovah” Tom‟s guy advice, financial advice, and 
guidance from a relationship guru 
* Ex: Digging Deep: Some scary and satisfying revelations about men’s size-you-up stats 
 
E. Zen 
* Will cover health and exercise-related topics and issues, and will offer up advice from 
leading doctors and professionals in the field of medicine and wellness 
* Regular columns will include workout tips, as well as one on products that make your bod 
look bangin‟ 
*Ex: Let’s Talk About Sex, Baby: What is your va-jay-jay trying to tell you during smooshing 
sessions? 
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F. Diva Discovery 
* Section of articles and features that highlight the empowerment of females and enhancing 
our outlook and self-esteem 
* Regular sections will include a closer look at one female Zaftig finds awe-inspiring, a 
feature story written by that month‟s essay contest winner, and the cover story 
*Ex: Closer Look: The “crazy lady” from The Biggest Loser, Kai Hibbard, has lots to lose in 
sharing her shocking story- but she’s still doing it, for US 
 
G. And All That Jazz 
*A collection of the small regular sections of the magazine that give it continuity and allow 
readers to share feedback 
* Regular sections will include the letter from  the editor, letters from readers, 
contests/giveaways, a charitable endeavor, and astrology 
* Ex: Preach, Sister! : Missives from our radiant readers 
 
2. Contributers 
A. The Rodarte sisters- A young designer duo whose couture line has taken the world of 
high fashion by storm, these curvy chicks have also become a popular household name 
amongst the more average shopper, creating an ethereal and full-figured friendly line 
for Target. As women who understand the feeling of often not fitting into the fashion 
that they love, they would be perfect contribution candidates for the magazine. 
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B. Tom Murry- The edgy designer of the chic women‟s clothing line I.N.C. is different 
from many of his clothing-creating counterparts in that he designs a line for plus-sized 
women as well. His innovative ideas and obvious knowledge of what looks lovely on a 
larger frame makes him a coveted candidate for contribution. 
 
C. Kai Hibbard- The lone Biggest Loser contestant who has spoken out against the show 
and its weight-loss methods is under major media fire for her controversial claims. Her 
story is very relevant to larger women and would make an interesting contributer to the 
magazine. 
 
3. Articles 
A. Issue One 
*GLEE-ful: Amber Riley, America‟s new sweetheart and Glee‟s most vibrant voice , on living 
large and loving it; photo shoot with the actress, 4-5 pages.  
*Gimme Some Emme: Our girl-crush, the always gorgeous and totally lovable plus-size model 
turned talk show host Emme, shares her triumphant tale; pictures from Emme‟s childhood up 
until now, 3-4 pages 
*The 50 Most Buxomly Beautiful Babes In the Game, featuring the amazing Amber Riley, as 
well as Adele, Christine Hendricks, America Ferrera, Queen Latifah, Sara Ramirez, and much 
more; big photo shoot of all of the actresses with a brief bio/soundbytes of each, 8-10 page 
spread, cover story.  
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*Closer Look: The “crazy lady” from The Biggest Loser, aka Kai Hibbard, has lots to lose in 
sharing her shocking story- but she‟s still doing it, for US; Article will include pictures of Kai 
pre- and post- weight loss, as well as pictures from the show, 4-5 pages. 
*“Flabulous”- Essay contest winner Katie Anderson‟s remarkable piece about feeling 
fabulous in her own skin; rather than personal photos, this one will be more abstract, 
showcasing memorable images relating to the story and coming in at 3 pages.  
 
 
 
B. Issue Two 
*Bodacious Brooke Elliot Bares Her. . .Soul: The Drop Dead Diva Really Is A Diva; The star 
of Lifetime‟s acclaimed series (and the only show centered around a plus-sized female 
protagonist) opens up about being the most divalicious actress on television;  photo shoot of a 
scantily-clad Brooke, 5 pages 
* Sorority Scare: Our undercover reporter reveals the truth behind the hazing rumors 
(including the infamous marker tale); pictures of the reporter on the campus she infiltrated, 
other sorority related pictures, 4 pages.  
* E-Romance Gone Wrong: When Internet Dating Turns Disastrous; One curvy comrade 
opens up about her dangerous and eye-opening experience with a BBW- dating website; 
provide possible picture of author, as well as  stills of random dating websites for big women 
and the boys that love them, 3-4 pages. 
* Big-Girl Booty Calls: This average woman shares her shocking and sordid story of how she 
fell into the sex trade as a result of her size; picture of author, small factoids about the 
prostitution industry and how it relates to bigger women, 3 pages.  
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* Boys, Boys, Boys: Profiling the blockbuster men of the moment and the traits they are 
looking for in a lady friend; gratuitous sexy, shirtless spread, 7-8 pages. 
 
C. Issue Three 
* Big-Gal Bloganistas: These fearless fashion-forward femmes are getting the word out about 
the hottest new trends in plus-size fashion, keeping us all armed and accessorized. Profile of 
popular plus-size bloggers, pics of them and their sites, 6-7 pages. 
* Plus-Size Purgatory: Several popular clothing stores for young adults like Target and 
Forever 21 have extended their brands to incorporate cutting-edge plus-size lines, which begs 
the question-what is holding back other major brands from doing the same? Pictures of the 
plus-size offerings stores like Forever 21 are now marketing, etc. 3-4 pages. 
* The Curvy Corporate Ladder: Some of our fellow big-boned beauties talk about the 
challenges they face in the workplace (as well as the rewards!) 
* 50 Reasons Big Girls Do It Better: 50 A-Plus reasons why being zaftig rules; 
abstract/vintage photos, 5 pages 
* Taking The Work Out of Working Out: We‟re giving you some options that bring the fun 
and funk back into working out that moneymaker; action shot photos, 3-4 pages 
 
D. Issue Four 
* Beating the Winter Blahs: 50 Natural Cure-Alls To the Brrr Blues; abstract photography, 4 
pages. 
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* Dorothy Perkins, aka the Fat Girl’s Fairy Godmother: How One UK-based Designer is 
Taking Plus-Sized Fashion By Storm; Perkins offers couture fashion at affordable prices and 
flexible sizing. Pictures of Dorothy and her wares, 4 pages. 
* J’Adore Adele: This Bluesy Big-Boned Beauty’s Voice Isn’t the Only Thing About Her That 
Rocks! Photo shoot of Adele, action shots of her in concert, 4 pages. 
* More To Love: Prime-Time Plus-Sized Television At It’s Worst. Showcases how Fox 
television network finds one more way to exploit a group of specific individuals. Stills from 
the show, commentary from contestants, insight from viewers and experts. 5-6 pages. 
* Jillian Michaels: Enough Said; How one woman has terrorized an entire nation of fat girls. 
Pictures of Michaels as a teenager and now, stills of The Biggest Loser, etc. 3-4 pages. 
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III.  Feature Article 
 
Flabulous: The Right To Feel Perfect, Plus-Sized 
 
I, Alex Pence, am fat.  While one can sugarcoat this assessment with dozens of more 
politically correct or delicate terms, the fact remains that, through the media's constant attacks 
and negativity towards the larger body type, this is the word that automatically springs into 
everyone‟s minds, including my own.  It is a valuation that has followed me all throughout 
my life, and has thankfully only served in making me value myself, and the many attributes I 
have to offer, more strongly.  
I began to gain weight around the third grade, and despite many failed attempts to alter 
my size (including the horrifying combination of a retired Army vet personal trainer and the 
vile South Beach diet during my junior year of high school), this bod of mine has made it 
clear that it is here to stay.  As someone who values health for health's sake, I can without a 
doubt attest to the fact that a weight-conscious lifestyle can still reap a plus-sized body, 
something I made peace with long ago and have tried very hard to remember when faced 
daily with the barrage of headlines at the newsstands screaming that I am worthless, 
unattractive, and frumpy simply because of the size of my jeans.  
For the past four years, I have very happily attended an extremely looks-oriented 
university that prides itself on “red-shirting Miss Americas” with a good-natured smile and a 
joke at the ready to “compensate” for not being my male counterparts' specific ideal of 
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beauty.  I have endured countless swaps, frat parties, and nights at the bar in which I am 
consistently passed up in favor of thinner girls, or worse, used as a foil to gain access to my 
more svelte friends.  I have time and time again graciously accepted the classic back-handed 
compliment that I have "such a gorgeous face.”  I have tried in vain to find one single cute 
item of clothing in the plus-sized section of the department store, and have almost always 
come up empty-handed.  I have given out awesome (if I do say so myself) relationship advice 
to many a skinny girlfriend, and have rarely been given the chance to apply it to my own love 
life.  I have come to accept that these are the downfalls that often come with being fat, but no 
matter how hard I try, I have still never understood WHY. 
What does "fat" even mean, anyway, and why is it such an inarguable insult?  
Throughout my time here at my beloved alma mater, I have witnessed girls ranging from a 
size 4 to a size 24 casually banter this word about in reference to both themselves and others, 
using it as a means of self-criticism or positioning it in a catty remark.  It is an interesting and 
far-fetched notion to me that women from both the underweight and morbidly obese BMI 
categories share this split-second label and all of it's negative connotations, and it further 
solidifies my mind-set that something major must be done to right the wrongs of our societal 
predecessors.  
I have never once apologized for who I am or what I weigh, and somehow, even 
amidst the prevalence of self-loathing and eating disorders running rampant amongst many of 
the women that I love and respect, I have maintained a level of confidence and sense of self 
that is rare in a “girl my size.”  I know it is probably an alien notion to some, especially when 
there are an alarming number of girls regularly throwing up their meals in toilets, sinks, and 
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showers, a habit that I have personally seen endorsed by certain boys on different Internet 
forums, with commentary like "Keep it up, and carry a breath mint. I don't want to taste vomit 
when I kiss you, but skinny is sexy."  While the attitude evidenced is highly ignorant and 
surely not the norm, I think that we can all agree on the fact that any encouragement of such 
self-destructive and psychologically harmful behavior is a direct indication of what is so very, 
very wrong with our culture today.  
With the power of celebrity at an all-time high, it is no wonder that my age group is 
especially affected by the careless way in which the media, particularly gossip magazines, 
analyze and dissect the weight of every famous female out there, splashing cellulite shots on 
covers and featuring headline news blasting Rihanna's five-pound weight gain.  When 
someone like Khloe Kardashian is regularly referred to as a beached whale, and every curvy 
celebrity seems to drop more and more weight as her stardom rises, it is only natural that any 
girl in her right mind feels a level of pressure to keep up with society's impossible standards 
of hotness, enacting a daily internal battle of "the bulge", even amongst the thinnest of the 
thin. 
 I completely understand and agree with the fact that health is a serious consideration 
that needs to be taken into account when considering the issue of weight, but I also think that 
it is important to acknowledge that a large number of women consider appearance and public 
perception first and foremost in terms of their size, and often resort to habits that are more 
harmful to their body to maintain that size than that of the health risks involved with being 
what our society deems overweight.  I also would like to take into account the adage that 
beauty is in the eye of the beholder, which I do absolutely believe to be true, but I will say 
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that women are rarely called out in magazines or the media for being “ugly”; if all faces are 
considered lovely by some, why is it so hard for the public to acknowledge and respect that 
same concept when it comes to body type? 
It may sound like I am throwing my fellow fatshionistas and I a big ole pity party, but 
I assure you, the intent of my missive is exactly the opposite.  The media weight monster 
affects every single one of us, from the super-skinny to the fullest-figured. I have traveled a 
long road to achieve a delicate balance of security and contentment within myself, and it is 
my greatest desire and personal daily challenge to be the change that I see is desperately 
needed in this world.  I plan to make my mark by one day serving as the editor of a (gasp) 
plus-size fashion magazine or aiding in publishing books that do not celebrate or condemn a 
girl for being large, but instead treat her as any other character deserving of her own story, 
and I will be doing so through an outlet that I genuinely love and am good at.  How do you 
plan to aid in paving the way for all of womankind to love their body for what it is?  More 
importantly, are you working on finding that sense of happiness within yourself?  It is our 
calling as fabulous, fun, flirty, fierce, fiery, and least importantly, fat women to stand up and 
set the record straight on behalf of all of us.  
Obviously, this aspiration of turning the views of society on its head won't happen 
overnight, and I may never enact the level of understanding and change I hope to; but if I can 
positively affect the way in which even one of my curvy comrades feels about herself and her 
body, I will consider my efforts way more than worth it.  It is high time we owned this word 
that has dredged up so much pain and self-hate among women of all shapes and sizes 
everywhere, and put an end to the bad feelings associated with it.  I plan to use my stiletto to 
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puncture the perceptions and preconceived notions society holds towards fat women forever, 
and I will look damn good doing it. I hope to see you all strutting right alongside me. 
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IV.  Competition Analysis 
 
Executive Summary 
 Contrary to what the media might have you believe, there has never been a better time 
to start a new magazine, especially one geared towards young adults.  The number of 
magazine readers has grown more than 4% over the past five years, culminating in a 
staggering 93% of adults and 96% of young adults all actively reading magazines. In fact, 
magazines are the only medium to fall within the top three media used across ALL age groups 
and both genders.  Despite the economic downturn, the number of magazines existing in the 
United States is higher than ever, sitting at a record-breaking 20, 638 different titles.  In even 
more good news, studies show that 56% of these readers act upon the advertisement they see 
within the pages of their favorite magazines, giving all advertisers pretty darn good odds that 
their product will be noticed and coveted.  Additionally, magazine consumers have been 
found to influence and inform their peers about the information and products they learn about 
more so than any other type of media user.  
 The reach and credibility of magazines is undeniable, as the top 25 magazines deliver 
many more rating points than the top 25 prime-time television shows. Research indicates that 
consumers turn to magazines MORE than the Internet for information regarding cooking, 
fitness, fashion, and more.  Magazines also drive consumers to seek out more information on 
the products advertised online, with over 50% of readers reportedly using the Internet to 
research material advertised in the magazine of their choice.  Overall, magazines score 
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significantly higher than both television and the Internet in ad receptivity, as well as in 
categories like trustworthy, life enhancing, and inspirational.  
 Magazines are also the top media to influence clothing/apparel sales, a fact that Zaftig 
will definitely take advantage of when presenting its audience with edgy and relevant fashion 
that its consumers cannot find anywhere else.  Magazine readers are also found to spend more 
money on affluent purchases like jewelry, handbags, and other designer products than any 
other media user.  Zaftig is targeting the perfect age group, as the 18-34 age demographic is 
considered to be the heaviest magazine readers of that 96% of young adult readers.  Also, 
Zaftig's subject matter is one that will appeal to an extremely broad and diverse audience, so it 
is great to know that more than eight out of ten African American adults are magazine 
readers, reading a whopping average of 15.4 issues per month.  The top two magazine 
categories are entertainment/celebrity and apparel/accessories, both of which will be the main 
focuses of Zaftig's material.  Toiletries and cosmetics are the highest-grossing advertising 
category, one that will fit in perfectly with the dynamic and tone of Zaftig.  As the numbers 
show, it is a wise move to advertise within magazines, and it is an especially lucrative 
decision to advertise with Zaftig. 
 
Major Competition: 
 GLAMOUR: Glamour is fun, frothy, and informative.  It is a magazine that "translates 
style and trends for the real lives of American women."  It possesses an impressive circulation 
of 12.4 million readers, and outsells 98% of other magazines.  Glamour covers a variety of 
topics, "from beauty, fashion, and health to politics, Hollywood and relationships."  The 
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magazine has received more than 170 awards for outstanding journalism, as well as the record 
number of National Magazine Awards and the highest honor of 2010's Magazine of the Year.  
Their target audience is the 18-24 demographic.  Their ad rates range from $94,208 for a third 
of a page to $261,602 for a fourth cover.  Glamour, to me, embodies the complete celebration 
of everything that is beautiful and yes, glamourous, about being a woman, and they are 
absolutely my inspiration for my magazine.  However, Glamour is the same as every women's 
interest magazine in that it caters specifically to society's standard of a beautiful body.  The 
majority of the models it features are thinner than thin, the clothes it advertises and showcases 
will only fit a smaller woman, and the content is chock-full of dieting and exercise tips. 
Glamour was recently praised for its incorporation of a few "normal-sized,” but still relatively 
thin, models in a recent issue, but that is barely scratching the surface of what needs to be 
done.  Glamour can be extremely empowering to women of all walks of life, but the constant 
exclusion in its content of such a great number of its readers is not only NOT empowering to 
that particular audience, but also leaves them feeling frustrated and negative about themselves 
and their bodies.  That is where Zaftig comes in. Zaftig will contain all the sass, pizzazz, and 
sex appeal of Glamour, but it will specifically address the audience that is always left on the 
sidelines.  For once, these women will not be searching through scraps of content for 
information that applies to them, but will instead, for the first time, have something just as 
good that is solely for them.  
 
 MARIE CLAIRE: Marie Claire is a timeless magazine that is classy, intellectual, and 
always interesting.  It contains "character, substance, and depth" and is tailored for women 
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with "a point of view, an opinion, and a sense of humor."  It sets itself apart from most other 
women's interest magazines by focusing more on hard-hitting issues and investigative 
reporting, while still maintaining the sparkle that is necessary for a magazine of its kind to 
succeed.  It brings information to the table regarding other countries and foreign women's 
struggles that many an American reader would not know about otherwise, creating a 
"culturally relevant experience that touches women beyond the newsstand."  Marie Claire 
boasts 34 international editions, and is ranked at #16 in single copy sales among monthly 
consumer magazines.  The median age of its readers is 34, with a median HHI of $72, 028. It 
also boasts an above-average ad-recall of 63%, with 62% of action taken.  Its advertising rates 
range from $43, 545 for a third of a page to $150,310 for fourth cover.  I wish to emulate 
Marie Claire's style of not shying away from the controversial/tough issues, and always 
striving to be relevant to today's women and constantly stimulate minds with Zaftig's content. 
However, besides the intellectual factor that I hold to be Marie Claire's greatest asset, the 
style of my magazine will be more whimsical and relaxed in nature, as I believe that is the 
look and mindset that appeals to a larger audience, as evidenced by Glamour's superior 
numbers.  Also, Marie Claire is no exception to the "skinny good, beefy bad" rule.  While 
they do publish a monthly one-page feature entitled "Big Girl In A Skinny World", I usually 
find the editorial to be saturated and trite, and again, just not enough.  
 
 
MINOR COMPETITION:  
 
Seventeen, Cosmopolitan, Allure, Elle, InStyle, Nylon, and Harpers Bazaar 
 
 These are the leading general women's-interest magazines on the market, and each 
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incorporate/embody qualities and attributes that Zaftig will possess.  Be it fashion, 
entertainment, sex/relationship advice, or informative pieces, each of these journals possess 
characteristics that give them life and relevance.  Zaftig pledges to pay attention to what 
makes each of these works great, and strives to deliver on each of these subjects in a custom-
made way that is even better and more satisfying to its readers, because that is what they 
deserve.  
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V.  Audience 
Zaftig’s target audience is younger women from ages 18-34 who wear a size 12 or 
above and make over $25,000 dollars a year.  The magazine is geared towards women who 
are attending college or have graduated and gone on to be employed.  The typical Zaftig 
reader is single or attached, but usually unmarried and without children.  It is projected that 
readers will spend anywhere between 50 to 70 minutes with their issue of Zaftig.  
 According to a report by American Demographics, there are over 40 million women in 
America who wear a size 14 or above; in fact, a size 14 has been found to be the average size 
among U.S. women for several years running.  The National Center for Health Statistics in the 
US reports that 60 percent of women are considered overweight or obese, and an American 
Medical Association study found that over half of the women that fall between the ages of 20 
and 39 are classified as overweight.  An interesting thing to note is that, despite the fact that 
48 percent of women reportedly wear a size 12 or larger, the clothing, fashion, and 
entertainment industry continues to cater almost unanimously to the minuscule 12.8 percent 
of women who wear a size 00 to a size 6.  Michael O’Donnell, the editor of the American 
Journal of Health Promotion, states that the organization has “realized that as a society, 80 
percent of (overweight and obese) people are unwilling to change.”  Numbers don’t lie, and it 
is clear from these staggering figures that, despite the stigma and scorn that often 
characterizes being overweight, there is a huge chunk of the population that is being under-
served and under-appreciated by retailers and society as a whole.  San Francisco has actually 
passed laws prohibiting discrimination against larger people, and slowly but surely, size is 
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being considered a key defining demographic that any savvy company would be wise to 
respond to and provide for. 
 A study performed by MassMutual Financial Group showed that women account for 39 
percent of the country’s top wealth owners, and more than 1.3 million women professionals 
and executives (many of whom are undoubtedly overweight) earn over $100,000 each year.  
Advertisers will be happy to learn that the average overweight woman is not low-income, but 
in fact usually comes from a household that pulls in 350% of the poverty level, meaning 
$77,000 a year or more.  She is also often highly intelligent; studies show that, of the 41 
percent of women that have earned a college degree, over half are overweight or obese. 
 Reports also illuminate the fact that plus-sized women are dominating the apparel 
industry, their $30 billion dollar sales being one of the only steadily increasing ones 
throughout the bleak times brought upon retailers during the recession.  Over 12 million 
women that fall between the target ages of 18 to 34 purchase plus-sized clothing, and the plus-
size market is projected to grow even faster than the overall clothing market in 2011.  
However, despite the fact that almost half of the women in the nation wear a size that is 
considered “plus,” only 26 percent of women’s clothing is available in extended sizes.  Most 
young plus-sized consumers report being mildly or highly unsatisfied with the clothing made 
available to them, and express a strong desire to be presented with the options their svelte 
sisters receive.  It is just plain discriminatory that these smart, successful, beautiful, and often 
wealthy women aren’t being given the opportunities and choices afforded to others simply 
because of their size--- a second-class treatment that brings to mind a little something we all 
know as the Civil Rights Movement.  The lack of consumer resources allotted to this group of 
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women is outrageous, ludicrous, and completely financially unsound for the nation as a 
whole. 
 Zaftig’s intended audience is chic, stylish, and innovative; these are women that are able 
to create clever and sexy ensembles out of the bare and uninspiring pieces presented to them 
in the plus-size shopping department, and are eager to hone this ability with the creative ideas 
given to them in every issue of the magazine.  They are women that have a good sense of 
humor about their size, and are accustomed to making light of their heavier stature as a means 
of lessening its power over their lives and self-esteem.  Zaftig readers are empathetic and 
charitable, having learned long ago the burden that comes with being “different” and with 
having a vulnerability that others are quick to target.  Zaftig readers are empowered women 
that are confident in themselves and their capabilities; they are, even more so than their 
thinner counterparts, used to being judged (and often found lacking) in their appearance, 
beautiful or otherwise; these women have a harder road to hoe, and it has made them all the 
stronger for it.   
 The Zaftig reader is an intellectual woman who has all of the same worries and concerns 
that any other woman has, along with the additional issues that come with being larger in 
today’s weight-obsessed society.  She yearns for a forum that addresses these issues without 
constantly calling her attention to the fact that she is different in a negative way, a popular 
theory she cannot help but be made aware of while reading today’s run-of-the mill fashion 
and women’s magazines.  She is beyond tired of the media making her feel less than because 
she weighs more; more is more, and she is ready for someone to consider HER particular 
wants and needs.  Whether taking a break at the office or unwinding before bed, the Zaftig 
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reader wishes for a magazine that she can relate to; one that highlights the undeniable fact that 
being fat does not retract from being sexy, or cool, or stylish, or successful.   
 In Zaftig, the fabulous full-figured woman has finally met her match.  
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VI.  Letter from the Editor 
 
Bonjour, my darlings! 
 
 We here at Zaftig are beyond psyched that you decided to give us a gander. It means so 
much to me as this ship's captain that the message that I have always strived to convey 
through my own personal style, attitude, and general fabulousness has at long last made it into 
the hands of you equally fierce readers. Praise the Lord and pass the chicken that there are so 
many of us holding down the title of "young, fat, and fabulous" (to borrow from one of my 
favorite fellow fatshionistas ballin' blogs)--- I couldn't do it without y'all for inspiration, 
guidance, and support!  
 Zaftig is more than just a magazine---it is a state of being. We are all about YOU and 
celebrating that bodacious bod of yours! In a world of diet tips, beach body covers, and the 
constant visual reminder that you are just not good enough if you can't fit into a size 6 or 
below, Zaftig is here to remind the average (and above average) woman that she is 
recognized, heard, and applauded for her own individual assets and attributes, no matter what 
the tag inside her jeans reads. It has been made abundantly clear through many women's 
magazines' earnest attempts to address the needs of larger ladies (French Elle's April issue 
dedicated entirely to plus-size fashion, Glamour's recent decision to include more plus-size 
models, Marie Claire's monthly "Big Girl in a Skinny World" column, etc.) that there is a 
major audience out there that is not receiving the attention and care that it absolutely deserves.  
Zaftig is here to fill that void---the big girl's bible to everything, from fashion, to boys, to role 
models that  you can look to for inspiration and emulation, and so much more. Written by 
flashy, fashionable, flirty full-figured women and catering especially to their curvy 
counterparts, Zaftig is Glamour, Allure, and Cosmo all rolled into one---and super-sized.  
 I am absolutely DYING to hear from you guys, and to know every little thing that YOU 
want to get out of this magazine. It is by the big girls, for the big girls, and it revolves entirely 
around what piques your interest, what pisses you off, and everything in between! So get at 
me, girls: my email address is madameditor@zaftig.com, and my inbox is ready and waiting 
to be filled with all of the pearls of wisdom you pretties have to offer!  
 Zaftig plans to use its stiletto to puncture the false perceptions and preconceived notions 
society holds of full-figured forever, and we will look damn good doing it. I can't wait to see 
you all strutting right alongside me. 
 
  Love y'all, mean it! :)  
 
  
Alex Pence 
 Editor-In-Chief 
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VII.  Ideal Advertisers 
  
APPAREL 
-Torrid, Inc. 
- I.N.C. Women 
-Michael Kor‟s Woman 
- Target (Designer‟s Series) 
- Gap 
-Penn Wright Manson for Women 
-Banana Republic 
- Dorothy Perkins 
- Faith 21 
- Lane Bryant  
- Valerie Bertinelli 
- Susan Lawrence 
- Cacique  
- Ann Taylor Loft 
-Ralph Lauren 
-Calvin Klein 
-Maxstudio 
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-Nike 
- Kohl‟s 
- Steinmart 
- TJ Maxx 
- Marshall‟s 
-H&M 
 
 
ACCESSORIES 
- Kate Spade New York 
-Longchamp Paris 
-Guess 
-Tory Burch 
-Steve Madden 
-Coach 
-Dooney and Bourke 
- Louis V.  
- Betsey Johnson 
- Burberry 
- Kathy Van Zeeland 
- Juicy Couture 
- Vera Bradley 
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BEAUTY 
-Covergirl 
-Olay 
-Clinique 
-Dior 
-L‟Oreal Paris 
-Clarins 
-Estee Lauder 
- Covergirl 
- Aveda 
- Sally Hansen 
-Jergens 
- Paul Mitchell  
- Nuetrogena 
- Laura Mercier 
-NYC (New York Color) 
-Aveeno 
-Suave 
-Tresemme 
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- Rimmel London 
- Payless 
-Maybelline 
-Murad 
-Ponds 
-Garnier Fructis 
- Herbal Essences 
-Biolage 
- essie 
- John Frieda 
- Dove 
- Shiseido 
 
 
PERFUMES 
- Love, Chloe 
- Stella McCartney 
-Chanel 
-Juicy Couture 
- Lancome 
-Tresor 
-Davidoff 
-Calvin Klein 
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-Dolce and Gabbana 
-Vera Wang 
-Tom Ford 
-Nanette Lepore 
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VII.  Budget 
        
Advertising 
 
Year 1  Year 2   Year 3   Year 4 
   15/87  30/70   40/60   50/50 
Ad Pages  11  21   28   34 
Price per Page  $3000  $3000   $3000   $3000 
             $33,000 $63,000  $84,000          $102,000 
20% Commissions      $6,600           $12,600              $16,800                    $20,400 
   $26,400           $50,400  $67,200          $81,600 
Frequency  6  6   6   6 
             $158,400         $302, 400            $403,200          $489,600 
  
 Circulation 
          Distributor            Wholesaler              Retailer 
$7.50 (-10%) $6.75 (-25%) $4.87 (-25%) $2.99 
Year 1 
100,000 x 25% = 25,000 (Sell through from total) 
25,000 x $2.99 = (74,750) 
Year 2 
100,000 x 30% = 30,000 (Sell through from total) 
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30,000 x $2.99 = (89,700) 
Year 3 
150,000 x 35% = 52,500 (Sell through from total) 
52,500 x $2.99 = (156,975) 
Year 4 
200,000 x 40% = 80,000 (Sell through from total) 
80,000 x $2.99 = (239,200) 
 
 Budget 
(Advertising + Circulation) – (Staff + Publishing + Office) 
Year 1 
($158, 400 + 74,750) – (200,000 + 450,000 + 100,000)  
 (233,150)     - (750,000) = (-516,850) 
Year 2 
(302,400 + 89,700) – (200,000 + 450,000 + 50,000) 
 (392,100) - (700,000) = (-307,900) 
Year 3 
(403,200 + 156,975) – (200,000 + 450,000 + 48,000) 
 (560,175) - (698,000) = (-137,825) 
Year 4 
(489,600+ 239,200) – (200,000 + 450,000 + 45,000) 
 (728,800) - (695,000) = (33,800) 
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IX.  Contingency Plan 
 Zaftig will be published six times a year at a cover price of $7.50 per issue.  The 
magazine will be consumer-centric, relying on only 15% of its revenue from advertisement at 
first, with plans to expand that number to 30% after two years of publishing, and hopes of 
ending up at a 50-50% rate by Year Four. The ideal circulation will be to hit 100,000 readers 
after the first year, with hopes to grow to 200,000 or greater after four years of being 
published. 
 If Zaftig exceeds expectations (as I strongly feel that it will) and is a huge hit with plus-
sized women nationwide, we would consider the option of printing once a month rather than 
once every two months, and we would slowly increase our newsstand copies to compete with 
the likes of Glamour or Marie Claire.  The ideal situation would be becoming a name that is 
as familiar and beloved as the two aforementioned titles, and becoming known as the "big 
girl's bible,” an irreplaceable staple in every fatshionista's life. 
 If, however, things were to go awry, and Zaftig does not take off in the way that we 
hoped, we will continue to move forward with publishing, but focus our efforts more on the 
Internet, where as of now material endorsing and supporting plus-sized women has found its 
niche.  Turning to the World Wide Web would be the most cost-effective and realistic plan.  
However, the popularity of the Internet as a forum for all things fat and fabulous means much 
greater competition than what we would face in the world of printed product, and the 
possibility of being drowned out by those established competitors is a very real possibility.   
  87 
So, while the Internet would not be our preferred form of sharing our message, my faith that 
Zaftig's excellent material could and would outshine its competition would lead me to explore 
this venue if Zaftig were to flop in print. 
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36 Young, Fat and Fablous:
A fierce group of bloganistas 
have taken to the web to
 do a damn good job of 
showing the world that fashion 
is not just for the size 4’s
40 The Curvy Corporate Ladder:
The pluses and minuses
of being plus-sized in the workplace
42 Getting Candid with Kai: 
The Biggest Loser star opens up about 
her controversial experience on the show, 
as well as the emotional and physical scars 
that remain
??????????????????
14 Boom, Boom, Pow! Products: 
The best and brightest new beautifiers, 
brought to you fresh out of the laboratory
???????
22 Get Your Catwalk On: 
Luscious looks for fall
20 Glamazon:
Whimsical accessories to add some oomph!
to your ensemble
??????????????
26 Freak In the Sheets: 
Nineteen little ways to release 
your inner sex kitten
and have him climbing
the walls
24  BBW Lovah: 
The doctor is IN! Brent answers
all of your tough questions
about the mysterious male mind
????
16 Scintillating Skin:
Moisturizers that delete dry skin,
as well as faux tighten and tone-
SCORE!
28 Just Breathe:
The workout designed specifically 
for you to work that buxom bod
of yours
???????????????
30 Wardrobe Worship:
Showcasing the stunning style
of Glee’s resident diva, Amber Riley
????????? ????????
8 From Moi To Toi:
Your FIRST letter from Madame Editor
10 Spotlight:
Big-boned beauties
that grace the arms
of sexy celebs
13 Totes Free Goodies:
Kick-ass contests and giveaways
44 Rear View:
Bow chicka wow wow! 
These bootylicious beauties
put the donk in badonkadonk
OCTOBER 
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We here at Zaftig are 
beyond psyched that 
you decided to give 
us a gander. It means 
so much to me as this 
ship’s captain that the 
message that I have 
always strived to con-
vey through my own 
personal style, 
attitude, and 
general fabulousness 
has at long last made 
it into the hands of 
you equally fierce 
readers. Praise the 
Lord and pass the chicken that there are so 
many of us holding down the title of “young, 
fat, and fabulous” (to borrow from one of my 
favorite fatshionista’s ballin blogs, featured on 
page 34)--- I couldn’t do it without y’all for 
inspiration, guidance, and support! 
 Zaftig is more than just a magazine---
it is a state of being. We are all about YOU and 
celebrating that buxom bod of yours! 
In a world of diet tips, beach body covers, and 
the constant visual reminder that you are just 
not good enough if you can’t fit into a size 6 
or below, Zaftig is here to show the 
average (and above average) woman that she 
is recognized, heard, and appreciated for her 
own individual assets and attributes,  no 
matter what the tag inside her jeans reads. 
It has been made abundantly clear through 
many women’s magazines’ earnest attempts 
to address the needs of larger ladies (French 
Elle’s April issue dedicated entirely to plus-size 
fashion, Glamour’s recent decision to include 
more plus-size models, Marie Claire’s monthly 
“Big Girl in a Skinny World” column, etc.) 
that there is a major audience out there that is 
NOT receiving the dedication and care that it 
absolutely deserves.  Zaftig is here to fill that 
void---the bodacious  girl’s bible for 
everything, from fashion, to boys, to role 
models that  you can look to for inspiration 
and emulation, and so much more. Written by 
flashy, fashionable, flirty, full-figured women 
and catering especially to their curvy 
counterparts, Zaftig is Glamour, Allure, and 
Cosmo all rolled into one---and super-sized. 
 I am absolutely DYING to hear from 
you lovely ladies, and to know every single 
thing that you want to get out of this 
magazine. It is by the big girls, for the big 
girls, and it revolves entirely around what 
piques your interest, what pisses you off, and 
everything in between! So get at me, girls: my 
email address is madameditor@zaftig.com, 
and my inbox is ready and waiting to be filled 
with all of the pearls of wisdom you pretties 
have to offer! 
 Zaftig plans to use its stiletto to 
puncture the false perceptions and 
preconceived notions society holds of 
full-figured women forever, and we will look 
DAMN good doing it. I can’t wait to see you 
all strutting right alongside me.
Love y’all, mean it! :) 
BONJOUR, my darlings!
xoxo, 
“ Zaftig is here to show the average (andabove average)woman that she is recognized,
heard, and 
appreciated
 for her own 
individual
assets and
attributes”
8  ????????????????????
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Big-boned beauties 
  the hunky celebs they bone
FROM LEFT: ((Comedian Jon Stewart 
with wife Tracey Stewart; Tennis player Roger 
Federer with wife Mirka Federer; Actor Clive 
Owen with wife Sarah-Jane Fenton; 
actor Eric Mabius with wife Ivy Sherman))
10  ????????????????????
&
“I love my 
   ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
wife’s curves.”
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 NEED AN ISLAND 
IN THE SUN, STAT?
 Atillart ereissa me ia num estratur, num 
nuntum Romantrum eto auctum publien 
atiustili conferra, C. Estra di sed moentic 
ienteriorum pors con vid mortifecta, 
vestis, non ad in Ita vid dum in tam me 
nonen Itabent ebatis, que perei ti iusati-
mis hos hostra conihil ibefeUm vulput-
pat, sit lum vel dolore velessit, sustrud 
tis eum irilis dio commy nummodolore 
volore feuisit vent vulluptatum num 
dolorem eu feu faci tat wis nim vulpute, 
Atillart ereissa me ia num estratur, num 
nuntvid mortifectis)non ad in Ita vid 
dum in tam me nonen Itabent ebatis, que 
perei ti iusatimis hos hostra conihil.
Contests & Giveaways
????????????????????
((ENTER TO WIN A KILLER
TRENCH AND TOTE COMBO!))
WE LOVE LOUIS! 
((and we love you more.))
Atillart ereissa me ia num estratur, 
num nuntum Romantrum eto auctum 
publien atiustili conferra, C. Estra di sed 
moentic ienteriorum pors con vid mor-
tifecta, vestis, non ad in Ita vid dum in 
tam me nonen Itabent ebatis, que perei 
ti iusatimis. hos hostra conihil ibe.
???????????????????????
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?????SHE’S 
     GOT THE    
        LOOK.
FROM LEFT: ((Quosultudeo hacemus pere, sumus, sedio 
ego clum pultorum ca; ex morem omnon vid nondiestrum in 
tatus habi ceps, Ti. Molii se ine consimis, quo ubli, que ad deat 
Quosultudeo hacemus pere, sumus, sedio ego clum pultorum ca; 
ex morem omnon vid nondiestrum in tatus habi ceps, Ti. Molii 
se ine consimis, quo ubli, que ad deat.))
the best new beautifiers on the scene
14  ????????????????????
Look extra foxy this fall
with these brand-spanking
new get-pretty products!
???????????????????????
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say “bye-bye” to the fall blah’s with these faux-tightening 
and toning moisturizers
FROM LEFT: ((Andipsum zzrilis 
am, consequipit, quat vulputem autpa-
tet dolobor tionsed eum ip ex enissequis 
delit iustrud tisi.Henismolor sent vel 
utem zzrit iurem quametue voluptat ing 
ent nulla consenis aliquisci enim nim at, 
quam ing exer sed tin utat, susto exerci-
pis at. Dunt venisci psusto od dolorer.)) 
16  ????????????????????
Knock the boys back into summer
with these surefire skin products:



???????//zaftig
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pretty trinkets
that add “oomph”
to your ensemble
  Put a fresh foot forward for fall!
20  ????????????????????
FROM TOP TO BOTTOM: ((Cip eumsandre min ex et, veni-
sim velit alit vel dolorem il ut luptati niscilit lore exerat, veraesse molore 
core velit alit estrud tisse del dipsum quisis ex ex erat la aliquam vulla 
commoluptat eum ing ex eugiamet dolorperci blaor iure con ut ad do exer-
atu mmolend ignibh esed tionseniam nibh elisi bla facing esto eugait nisi.
Quipit nim autatum dunt diat. Na feuis eugue delestrud magnim duipit, 
velit, quisi.Per sed etueros el ulputpat.Niam niam verat ullaor si tatuero 
digna consed eum zObor aut lore ming ent prat. Olendip eu faciliquis 
nulpute dunt velit eriuscip essequat lore diamcon umsandre mod tat.))
????????
IT’S OUR FAVORITE TIME OF YEAR, LADIES: 
  the sensational season of tights, animal prints, and taupe.
 Enis exero corem quis alismodiamet eumsandreros 
nonum quip ex esectet ut in ut in utpat nosto od digna facip ex 
et dolorper accum nullandrem vel del essi bla consequis nul-
lut dolobor percin volortissim dolor am, velisim ver aut aut lam 
veniamcon henim nulla faccummy nullum num alismodio conse 
min ex elit adit utpat ing eugait ut irilluptat. Duisit la feum eum 
nulla faciduipsum dolor si eros nim zzriure te tismodo lorperci 
blam nim zzriure modo conullute cor sed te coreet lor sustrud 
do con eriure eugait lore tat, vel dolorpe raessequisl er sectem 
augiam del eugait adit nonsed enisis aci esectem dolenim deli-
quamet praesenit at. Em accumsandrem irilis nos alit lobortin 
veleniat lutpat iniamconulla faccum aut augue doloreet ut utpat. 
Duis ad molobortie modolortin hendigna faccum zzrit, vullam, 
sed eum nonsequat, commy nibh etum vel in hent nonulpute 
eum dolesequat lum do eriure tin volore magna feuisit, quipisl 
do odipisSan hent landips usciduis deleniamet, voluptat, consent 
luptatie delis duipsum dolessi.Facipismod dolobor atincilit praes-
sis aciduissi.
 Wis nonsendreet in ero odion vulput lorperilit, sisiOm-
my nim estrud magna alisi.Am num quat, volute et, sim ing et, 
sim ipit alis at.Magna feui blaore ming ea facidunt praesequissi 
tat. Ex eu faciliq uamcon henit wissim venim quisi te feui blam-
conse ex exer summy patum iurero.
??????//zaftig
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luscious looks for fall
FRESH OFF  THE CATWALK
Snag these delish duds ASAP: ((Romaxime 
natur, Caturor edientiendam convo, et pl. Graec fau-
cend uciampostiam elin tum inaturbes? Ihillari pero 
egil untem it, cote tum ubi inare prat, nonfice rniri, 
tend Porae publintist? Caperditus. Ad nocaste cu-
pion Itam, moenim ompoponsus intin silne egin.))
??????????????????????23
luscious looks for fall
Our yummy expert answers all 
of your questions regarding the 
mysterious male mind
Q. DEAR BRENT, 
Or ing ea faciduipit venim ipsustrud magna 
con ulla feugait nostrud tet, sim do od 
tinciduisi.
Pit volesequis nisci bla ad erilit vel et, 
quatum velese dolor sed dolorem nulla ad 
te deliquis ercilit veliquip ex eugait lobore 
dolorer cilisl iliquat, sequipit iriure feugait 
in henisis esed et, qui ex ex euis at ilit vul-
lum iuscili quissequat.
Osto odolore eum volortis niamet la facin 
ver iriusci tatem do consed doleniat vullan-
dreet, sent luptat, quam, suscing etueraese-
qui te tatem vercipit, corperi uscing estions 
equat. Ting ea feumsandreet adignibh 
eum?Duismolo reraesed ting endre vel 
dolorem irillam velisi et lore exerili quatet 
ver in utpatie dip ea alisl utpat praessent 
alit nonum ex ex esto odigna consectem 
ad moloree tueril utpatet ut utpat adipsum 
iureet nis nulputat la feu faccumsan?
A. HEY BEAUTIFUL, 
Ibussusuperio erestor intem, perrare 
cons erox movehem horaed C. Ad 
nos ia volut erissa maiorit, untuam 
horum ia nostra dees eferum Patum, 
consimus in sica pota denit publibus, 
finium mus, con pos, vessed is, con-
tife niquit. Graride publiisque immo 
esses, octum porum praed sillabut 
patus prarbi patus confecertiu co.
Catam inartem vemque clabus pubis 
An hillari ssuperf econsimus, perus 
dit effre, facies caelin tertum hac 
morum vit et C. Valii pl. At is, notis 
co averfec eporiss uliuscia? invoc oc, 
nos Marei tantescritem et facituis me 
de con potas oporeis anum, nonsil 
uturs.Tuercil er sed magnibh er-
iliquam, volor sum am incil iustio 
core eu feu faccum quat nostrud 
eu feugiam, quat. Re feugait dio 
con ulla feu facing er inim iure.
Q. DEAR BRENT,
Ihi, sul ut portuus aurniqui is 
cati, nonstre, utem, ceritilium. 
comaiocrum sentrum aver 
auciem ma, nu mei tem unum 
Palissolibut vere publintem 
obus? An hoc, no. Is. Lostra 
publis con vidiissina, etorum 
pore am norisses convenam 
iam sendac iam itant.
Ovessullare, vis; in si sidit? 
Cupplis signossiciam publiu 
quam nero vatodi se viverorte 
et; nonc fautus pri st graesul-
Mulum se dis, quium omni-
hiliu que cont.
Sdip ea alisl utpat praessent alit 
noGait, sisi. Ommy nosto et nosto 
odoloreet, veliquipit vulpute commy 
nim atem iriliquam ent ipismolor-
per sisi.
Unt nostrud exer si. Obor alisim 
verostrud mod magna facil etum 
zzriusci tatie feuisit velit irit utat-
umsan vel eum nulputem acillut 
ationse quamet, verate dunt luptat. 
Elis nos alit eu feugue ming et 
laore feugue vendipit lor suscil ilit 
venismo lumsan velit aliqui tat. 
Ut elessecte eraessed modipsusci 
blaoreet iustrud magna conulput 
illaor secte feum diamcon eu fac-
cummodiam iniscil iquat, venie? 
A. HELLO GORGEOUS, 
????????????//zaftig
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SENSUAL SEDUCTION:
19 simple ways
to bring him to his knees
between the sheets
1. KEEP THE LIGHTS ON FOR ONCE AND 
LET HIM LOOK AT YOU IN ALL OF YOUR 
NAKED GLORY.  IS REALLY IS THAT EASY 
(AND SUPERRR EFFECTIVE). 
2. Ex euguero dolortie mincilit nos-trud essecte dolorem verit ipis aut 
do elisis alit vulput am, vullaor 
3. Iquatis num dolendre facing ea feu feum do 
odipit venit amconsenim ip et init la faccum 
4. La pordie conum mora, que etodiem is hilii situm in tabus 
hos, cupimis. Ocupimilium am 
conius popublia ad condientum 
conum istea iam moritrum mo 
5. Upplicie ntriostrum. Quis es hossim optiam iae pectus publiam et gra 
conequi tandeor aucontem tanum
6. Essi. Uptatio nsequip eu facilit lor amconse modolendio delessi.
Isim ipit, corem doloreet nullaor 
sisi.To odio consequ issequa tion-
7. Giam dolore vero ex eliquam vel diat wis ad mincing er acidunt adit aut la faciliquis et, sum quat. Ut alit 
lorerosto dolorper alit, commolore min velit ea consectet 
nulput lut loreetuerit, quat veliqua tincillan
8. Put your tongue in a new place every. 
single. time. 
Put on a 
racy photo shoot.
(Do I make you 
randy, baby? Yeah!)
9.
????????????//zaftig
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10. Putetue volor sumsandre tetue tem ver sequat, sequips umsandignim 
zzrilit nostio core ming erit vel do-
lortio cor suscilla feu feugiam,
11. Molorero od 
modiat, veli-
quam, quipisis et 
in el dolestrud 
te digna feugiam 
quat vent vullaor 
ilit praessi.
12. Atummy nulpute min hendip er sed dolendio 
odit ad magna alit iriusto 
conse feu feuguerosto 
13. Sandre delis er ad eu facil elit lutpat, vulputet vullaortie mincin velisit, si et la conummo dolore 
dolenit lumsand iametum sandrerat. Gait dolortio 
consequissed tat.
14. Ilisi. Sum adignismolum eugueril ullan eu facipis dolore magna aliquiscil ute delit iureet aliquislIpsuscip exeraese 
molesequis nulput am dipit nulput do dolore faci ea.
15. Tue te vendion sequis nulputpat ut estrud mol-
ore vel iriurer aesenisit 
euisis aci blam ip ersu.
16. Cidunt numsandre commodo esed etue feugiam, volorper ad delenit 
inim ex et amet duiscil exerostrud 
dipit enis delis nim ipsuscipis ex et.
17. BRING ON THE TOYS! 18.  Habitis. Habemquius. Gero, nequam ina 
vist? Satimus vistam silnerei senimac.
19.  
Most importantly, HAVE FUN! 
Scream like you mean it. 
(Or better yet, actually mean it.)
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the 411 on America’s 
best-kept secret for
relaxation and bliss. . .
namaste, betches!
 San henim nummolorem do dunt nullaor in 
ullut la accum iliquat. Ut nullam augue faciliquis atet wis 
nos ad mod tionsequis ex exerilis elisl ing etumsan diam-
core do corper iriliquisl ut illutem enit wis nosto corem 
vent alisi tie feu feugait eumsan eriureet, vullaorem velit 
accum diam, conummy nummod modolobore dolore feu 
feu feum ipissecte core et lummodo loreetum zzriureet, 
sequam, sit lam velis ea commy nim veros nulput et iustrud 
eum euipsus cipsum eu faccum ing et wis aut vent pratum 
velit verosto et utat. Ilit, sustincilla feu faccum volore min 
velesto conulla ad magnit utpat.
 Nullan heniamet luptat. Duis accum vulla core 
ming exer sectet accum adignit adigniat. Xeraesectem irit, 
velis nulput adignim veraestin et dolorem zzril erit ulput 
eu facidui tate feugait dit vulla facidunt exero od min 
ut pratet aliquam ad do dipit non vent vero eu feuguero 
dolesed magna auguercinci exer senibh eriliquip elenibh er 
accum vel dolore dolore tat. Lor sed ercidunt ulla commod 
del delissi.Peraese quissecte dolessed euis adigna facil del 
del duis nos aut praestis nim dolent at utatio er ipit adio 
dolumsa ndignim dolorem zzrit velesto con velit praesti 
ncilisim dolum iure dit, sum inibh erat at, sum dolestrud 
et dolore tat dolessim dolorer irillaore tie duis ad mod de-
lesequatinIquatue feu feum ver sum ipsuscilisi tie commod 
magna feuguer aessisisl ipit praestrud et lumsan ulputat. Ut 
do euisci exeraes sequat. Ustrud mincips uscilisim iuscip-
sum vulla consequat lan et, commy niat. Ut ad dignit au 
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 At inci blam er sed modolor peraestis nonsequat 
vel ut at pratet, quam nim ex euisit vulluptat. Wis amcor 
sustrud tatummy num nis aliscipis acilit dolore dignim 
elisim quismod et dolore te molore elit lorem dolore 
consenibh etue mod magna facinciduis acipis et loreet 
alit accum quis aciliqui ercipit loreet augait atie dipsust 
ismolor ing eugiamet lum quisim ad ese verosto commy 
nulland iametuer ipis num zzrilis et, coreet, quam dolore 
facinisit nis adio odo dipsuscil ent augiam eu facillum am, 
quam ip ent alissi. Te dolortion el ent doloboreet acillam 
conseni amconsequat. Duis num ipsustinis nulput vel iusci 
eugiatis nulput wiscill uptatinibh ex et acin hent aci tat. 
Rud molenissi tem el iril ut inciliquat ulputat. Ut ad euis 
am vendreet er iure del et, veros eriuscidunt wismolutat 
ilis nibh eugue vel eratuer ip eugiametum nonullum quisl 
ipis nibh eugue ver incidunt am, se veliqui tat dolor susto 
con verosto con velisi.
 Tatue modions equatum et, vercidunt augait ate 
dio cor sustrud dit ut lutpat. Lortio od dip euisciduisci 
blan utpate commodolor adiat verciduisit iureet etuerit, 
quissi.
Et dolummo lortio con ullandi psuscil iure et prat, si bla 
feuisi elit aut velesectetue mod dolobor amet alit nonse 
do core ming ex exercilis eugiam, con vent aliquamcon 
venim dolorper alit wis alisit, quisl iuscincidunt iuscidu 
iscilluptat la alit lor alit ver irit, corerosto dipit nisl eu 
feu feummy nosto consequi essim delis eumsandreet la 
cortie consequat, vel ullutat. Elenibh ero od minis etum 
nismodiam verciliquat amet laore tat del ip essed dolore 
tat nullaor eetumsan hendreet lan henibh et ametum 
nullum vullum adip eumsandre dolorper sum il ent lut 
pratummod ex ex et nim dolut acilit dip eumsan enibh et 
praestrud minisi tat, suscipsum incil ut aliqui erit lor inim 
quat, quate delestie tat. Lum velit atet nit, quismod mod-
olent wiscipsum dolortion heniatue exer alit lumsandigna 
con utpatis nonsed esequat.
Ametum qui tionsecte feumsandit lum volore consed er 
inci eugiam, summoloreet, conullam, suscidunt lobore 
magna feugait ver sustrud tat veros am, volorper atie 
consed molut nosto dipsumsan ute eugue te tie vendion 
ulputet verillaorper sisse eniat iure commy nostrud del 
utpate feummolor si.Giat lore dip eu faccum digniam 
consequam zzrit doluptat lam ipit, velendi gnisciduisi.
 Tue mincinim quat. Suscilluptat laore tat ad et, 
conse cor in henim nissit ing eu facidunt duis alit ad 
magnim del digna feum am auguer sim zzrillamet iriusci 
duiscid uissi.Im vel ut alis dui tin et lutpat.Mod magna 
at lummy nos nis aliquisl iriure Perit il eugait alit at, con 
et la core doloreet, cor siscin utat lam velestio od te dunt 
vulla facidunt la autpat prat. Nos ea feu feugait praese 
feum nit, con ut alit nulpute elessecte facinim .Put do 
commodiat. Na at augiamet volent adiam autpat. Et atin 
henis dunt iureros tiniam veliqua tismolor sequat, sequat 
lamet lum et am et luptat. Commy nostisi blan etue cort-
ing ea feum dolut. 
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the sensational style
 of Glee’s it-girl,
AMBER RILEY
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 
((Rit at alisi et, venim deliquam 
ilit dionum quat ipis nim zzrit la 
feuipsustrudNamentil lervirm an-
derfe remque esintilina reisFaucides 
silicenare acturnu inAcit. cum ca; 
Catieni hilique inte inc mod inpra.))
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 It luptat. Sandipit alit lore vullum 
dolestrud ea aliquat.Odit vullan hendip ex-
ero commolent do el dipisim veliquisi.
Consed dolorper iustrud eriustrud eugait, 
consenis num ip ea conum zzrit er sequat. 
Nulputpat incip eugait aliquisissi.
Hendreros niscidunt velis ametum veliquisi 
blaorperosto con hendrer aessim alit, quat 
adignim acincilis nonsequis autat. 
Em nit dolendigna facil dunt lan henit wis 
nis amet laore faciliquisi te verciduis nis 
nulla conse molor sequissim illan el ulla 
faccum volore tio dolenisit nibh euissis alit 
verosting esecte del ullam zzrit, quam quipit 
ea faccumsandit iustrud el in heniamconse 
dolortie dolorpe raessi et exeros nibh exeros 
nostrud eumsan venisi blaoreet amconum 
sandre mod dunt alit lore minciniat.  
    Ci eugait alit vullaore dolore 
diam, quamet velisi blan hendre et irit 
vercilit praessed modiatis auguero od eugait 
lut iliquamcorem zzriuscin vulputat vullam 
digna core tatis delenis aliquisit adio odipis 
enibh ero od tat wis doloreet lum vendrem 
vero del ut nisciliquis alit nonse dipsumm 
odolor illutat, volore feuisl utpatue tat. Nit 
etuero od dIgnibh el ulla faccum ex et, quis 
ercil ipit vero coreetue coreet, secte dolor 
aliquis nisi bla faccum el ip euis aut iustrud 
doluptat, sum ipsusto commod ea feugait 
doluptat. 
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  A s ex exerit lore exeros nulla faciliquis do-
lore duisit vulla feugiatue minci euisim in utem nullumm 
odignim do dolum zzrilOsto od ea aciliqui endrercilit ver-
cip eugiatet eriure dolore tat nim quiscip eu faccum dunt 
augait landreet alisit, con utem in ulput laore eum vulputet 
in vel et velestrud minibh eugiam quis nos accum veliqui 
eumsan vendignit at, consectet laorperat, quat augue con-
umsan eui blan venim vulla facin eum eum ad dunt augait 
praestin velenis nonsed magnim inci esent ad digna com-
mod el esenit alit ea am acilis nullandre dolore minim zzrit 
veros nos nonsecte dolobor perillaor si.
Rit augait utpatisl ut wissequat.
Tat iuscinci ero od eniamet doloreet, quis nit niatuer sim 
aciliquis ad tinisi.
San ea feugue magnis ero conullaore vulput atum quat 
lam, quamcore velit etue vel ip eui blan hent adio eugiat, 
veliquat lam iriure eum delenis molorero ea feu facidui 
sismodolore veliquam do consequissi.
Borpercidunt loborem doleniatem ing elis nonumsandit at.
Am dolobore velendiam, qui blam, venisl dolore ming eum 
dunt nullam, corperostrud minim volesectet doloreet, quat. 
Ut nim zzriure cor ip euisim quatuer cilisit ipsustio diat 
iriure ea feu faci essit ut nulla at num atem nulla facilis am 
do odiamet, sis eugiamcon voleniscipit niat lore tio odolore 
rostie magna feu facidunt wisi.
Pit er ad eniam ing ea commy nis do dipsum iustie molo-
bor periusci tet ad tem irilla feugiamconse magnism od-
Feui esequatin eu facil er iurer sim do conum iustrud molore 
te magnis am digna cor in volestis nonsectet, commolore mod 
diametum acip et ulla conulla commod ming euisim nosto ex 
esecte molor sequat alit nonsed estie dolenissequi et, sequipi 
smodipit, secte doloborpero eummy nos nis nulput dignibh 
esto odip exeriuscilla autat. Ommod dolut vulput vel irit prat 
vel dolor iuscil iriuscin henim vel ea commodi gnisi.
At vel ulputpat aliquisse ea facinit vercidunt venim velit ac-
cum ea conse do con velenim dolorperit alissequis alit lor si.
Dolore dit ut lummodit lut veriure do consent dit lobortin 
utet illam, sequat. Ut do exerilis nostrud dit aliquisit, consed 
dolor sisl etue faccumsan hendit iure tisi.
Dolore te er sustis nostrud essed dolortinis delis nonsed eum 
nulputet veliqui scinim illa feu facilluptat velis adigna conul-
laore et, conulpute vullum ing el enit augiat lor aliquam amet 
lum zzrit loborer sim quisl ut ipit auguercilis et, venim quisi.
Et praese dolortie min eugait utatum quismod tat, quis adigna 
feugait lummod modolut autpat. Ut nit, velenia mconsenibh 
exero eummodi amcommolor ad te duisim illuptat, volut alit 
nostio odolor irit irit erci bla con heniam, si erit doloreet in 
venim vel iuscilit la facilissis at. Acincin et, quipisi.
 Liquat, corem zzriuscipis nonulputpat landre estrud 
doloreet, quat ad moloree tueriustin ex et, sim ercillan venis 
nulput wisit lortiniat ipis et, veliquis dolor illan ulput aute 
venim et, commy nulla feum zzrilisim in utpat. Duipis augue 
feu feum velis nim ad er sed magnibh erosto conullan ut alis-
sequat laor seniatummy nim do odolortionse commy nulput-
pat iriure dolum augait atie molore tat. Duisim dipsustrud 
magna feuisl ea feum volobor sequat.
Ing eugait la faci bla feugiam, sim amet volorper sit ing 
estrud molessed dunt wis am acillaore min hendrer inci tat, 
sum inci exero eugue conullut in vel do dunt at iurercincin 
ver alit aliqui elenit etummy num in vullamet alis digna alit 
do odignis non ut aut vendreet prat luptat at augue molore 
esto con ut autpation venis enisse tet eniam verillaore feu 
faccum aliquat am numsan velendigna ad dipsummy nul-
landreet, conullam zzril in ullam dolupta tismod duis nullut 
ipit, se elesto eugiam iuscilisit ip enisse magna facinismodo 
del dignim irit nosto ex eros augait vel er suscin ut am elis 
doloreet nos dio estrud dolesequam ero dit iriurerilla facipisit 
lut lorper ad dolorperat. Unt aliquis eraese mod mod dolore 
tet, commod eu feuis ad minci essim niam, con hent lorper-
cidunt nos duis am ex ex ea adipit dolenimUd tie diam, quis-
mod oluptat. Ent et, conulla feu facip eugait vero commy non 
ver secte te dolobore min voluptat, corper senisci bla faccum 
quatue mincincilit, sit ut nonsequat endignim zzrit ing enisi.
Ud endrero odolor sendit in velisl er se el dunt wis ent acilis 
nostisi.
Onsequis dolore magnim zzriuscidui blamet, quisi.
Sis eu facin ut et loborpe raessis ent accum vulputpatin vulla 
atem il doluptate tissequi te velit aut acin er secte doluptat. 
Ut et alit in et at. Tionullut num in ex endit velisitSandrerit, 
sendre magna feuis augiamet, conulla facing enim aliquisim 
dip eriliquipit wis et, quis nismod tincil exerosto od tin etue.
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“Put it this way: I’ve never been naked and had anyone ask, 
                                           ‘Will you leave the room, please?’”
 Iquis atinis am dolobore ea facillamet alit ad doles-
sim zzriliquisi ercipsum enit accummy nullum ipit augait 
luptat, commy nullan vel utpat nonsenibh ea conse min elit 
ip exeraestrud do er sis acilit la facing eum iuscip elit la fac-
cummy nit at prat. Ut wisim quipit accumsa ndreriure venis 
am zzril dipsuscidunt volorperat dio odit adigna accum 
velisit lum nos nim ipisit vel esequatue modolore velesectet 
volor sit erat. Ignibh euissis nostincinim ilis et dolor sisi.
Im quis num ero od magnim il ut atissit venit loreet illan eu 
feuisi.
Ibh erat. Velendit verat.In hent aut non hent nisl et nibh el 
ea amconse quisseq uismodiat. Na feu facillum il utat. Min 
hendre te modo commodo od et luptatie tie ver alit amcon-
sent adio con eu feugiamet, sed ea commy nullaor sectem 
amconsequat. Ommy num do od enim ipsustin volobor se 
dolor sectem volum quisis augiam irilit am inim ipit alit wis 
do del doluptat. Ut ipit numsan endreet, velis ea consectet 
adipit nostisi blam volum zzrilla facilit inis aliquatum quissi.
Rat wis nosto delis et utat, vel duis ercil esed diamet aut et 
nit wisi.
Iquis del dolenisisl dolortio dunt vullandipit ut ut lute 
magnibh et, quat ad tat nonseni scipit iustio consed te 
modolut venisciduisi blan volore minim volorper sed do 
odolor sustrud dolendre magna faci ea aliquam dolent alit 
vullaor si ero diate do dolore eum ea facipit volum il ute 
verat. Ut nostrud tie magna cor il et luptatummod te do 
con voloboreet am in ullamet wisiscillaor in ute tin henim 
zzriure tie diamconse min hendion verat. At at. Volutem 
quamcommy nis ex exeros alisl doloreet acil ullamet, quam, 
conse vero dolor sis accum vel el dolor secte vel il illaortie 
vel erat nonsenisi.
Luptat. Duisit alit doloborem ilisit lam do dit aliqui eui tisi 
etumsan henit vent autate ea facin hentIlit laorperatet nim 
volorperosto odiam iuscipit luptat. Aliqui eugue magnim 
iure minim in ullamet ad dolorperat landre modiam dolor 
in vullut wis num dolor in vent luptat ipsusci liquat wis 
niam, vullaortisl ulla commy nibh erci eum alit lortie do 
dolorerostis nulluptat.
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((YFF blogger Jay rocking one of her 
many divalicious ensembles))
Savvy fatshionistas 
are taking the 
blogging and fashion 
world by storm
 Vent veliquis et dolorerilis alit ipisit lortincin velis ad te 
magna am, sequi erit lum inisim am, quat. Ut ad eu feum ing er illaor 
irit iuscipisci enim irillan exero dui et do consent nonum quiscinim 
in ut lore tat alis aci ea aliquis nonse dolum ipit ut eugue consequi-
pis nonulput at, volore magnim vendreet, con velenim dolore dunt 
nonsenis nos am quamet praestrud dui tionsed eugait ametums andreet 
umsandipisim ip enim zzrit lam, quat del ing erostrud doloreraesed 
ex eniscil iril iriustrud eum augait volore eliquip eu feuis enibh et at 
wisismo dolobore magnit illa corem venim vel eugiamcommy numsan 
utpatum at, si.Putpat nulluptat. Duisci ex eum ad te commy nonsed 
dolorem alit, quat. Ut lut dip el dolessi.
Hendiat. Um dionsent ut nim quam veros ea feugue magna core tat 
praese veliquat lor adit in utpatummy nonulput augue magna feugait 
ulputpat, con ut nonum at. Gait la cor suscilit vel dolore core vel utpat 
irit velis dolut ipisim zzrit laore et ulla amcortinis nis at wis nonsed 
magna alis digna aliquamcon vulla alit aliquis augiat, se dolore consed 
modolore vel eros dio eui tatue doloreet, sum zzriureet nullumsandre 
diam zzrit ipit, qui blandreet alit aliquat, quisi.
Ectet iriusto commy nullut aliquam, conullam digna am, vendreetue 
mod ming euis nim incillutem vel in ulla commodigna facilit non 
henismolore te veriurem dolobore dit, conulpute er iriure duisl iriure 
magnim eugait aut ulputeDuisi eraesectet dolobor senit voloborem 
ilit iure feuip et velenisl ipsustrud mod delenim dolorpero odigna 
faci estrud modignit lum vel dolobor in heniam zzriure minci blam 
irit, quis aute facil dolortie faccum eros nis accummo lenismo dionul-
laModo del ute dolorero odipsuscil duis nos nos essenis nulla adion 
enisim velSum dolor ip er sumsan utat, consenis dolor sed tionsecte 
dolortie velit lumsandio od modolob orting ea faccumsandio con velit 
luptatue dolor sit nim qui tie modolenis nonsectet aliquis cidunt vel 
iusto eugiat. Duipsusto odo odionullaore ming et, volenibh enit am 
veliquisis ad tio erat. Na faccum iriure ero commy nulput acilisi ea 
conulla ad dolore volore dolortionsed ex ex et, ver irit, con velit lorer 
continued on p. 38
((the ladies of the young, fat, and fabulous
blogspot at their annual YFF conference))
((YFF founder Gabi Gregg at the 
MTV Video Music Awards))
young, fat, and fabulous:
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Ent velesse quismol oreet, conum quisit volortisi.
Ecte feum irilit lor accum zzriure doloreet aliscilis ad do-
lorem ipsusci llaoreet, quis digna feum quat.
Raessisim velit prat wissed esequate volesto cor iure mod 
tat. Ut veliqui scinit luptat. Ut adiam zzriliquat luptat. Seq-
uism odolore dolutpat prat. Dui te consequisl etummy nos 
eu faci eum quis nos aliquat, quatuer ciliqui sciduis seq-
uisim iliquisim nulputpatem zzrit, commy nullam il endit, 
quat praessim qui blam irilis delisi.
 
 
 Cum ilisci tat. Ut lum dolobor tionseq uismolum 
volore te tem diamet lan et accummolore dipit, susto dolut-
patue tem alis eu feugait adit iure facidunt lamconsenit 
luptat irilluptat lobore vel ulput at. Peraessi ero esto commy 
nonse magna alis autpat wis dolorem dolor ad eu feuip 
etum nulluptat del ulput la feu facinci duiscinibh eu feum 
dit velessim zzrit adio odipit nim euip exer sum zzrilis nul-
lum nibh eum ilit am irit wismolore facilit ent adit ullan 
ullaor adionsed magniam, core feugait alit lummodi psum-
san hendion ulput prat nostrud tat. Duiscinim zzrit lor alisl 
ip et, vulputpat wisi bla aut volobor periure con veriure 
erit vent vulputat il ulla facidunt acil exero odit ute dolut-
pat ute dolore mod el eum delisl dolor inim vero corerae 
sequips uscipiscinim venit landiam delit, volesse conse 
modolesto conulluptat alit, quatio digna feuis dio commy 
nonsecte tie consequam zzrit at iure molore ming eugue 
mod tat velis nismodi onsectet wisciliquat. Ed el dignibh ex 
eugait lam, venis do dolenibh et la facil eum ipit lore do-
lendre tincilit adignim delendi psusto dolore magnim niam, 
consequat. Ent utatum dolobor ercilit doloborem quismod 
essequat loboreet nonse min ver sequat.
 Dit augait ver si bla core commodiam ipiscilit, 
core facilla ndipsum etue commodo lorperiure commolore 
magna conulputpat. Alismod olenibh exerciduntAmcommy 
nos adit la facidunt acillaore tisi.Um exercil eu feum zzri-
ure conulla acil utat, corem volore dolesequisi.
Obore facipisl euguercidunt volesed te modionsectem 
velestrud tatin velese doloborperit dolenim ad modipsum 
vel ullVolore commy nulla commod tionsequipis exerilit, 
conse dunt wis exero cor irilla feugait aliscilit acilla ali-
quam ex euguerc inciduis num ipis acil ilisi eugue volorpe 
rostis nim esed ming ex ex exero od dolobor peraesto odit 
ulluptat.Uptatie tat, venismodigna feu facidunt aciliquam 
quatue essi.Obor autpat. Im nos adit iuscin eugiat.
Gait vel ipsum esse min ulla aut nonsectem duis nulput 
lore tat vulla feu facidunt voloreet vel doleniat lan euiscil-
lan euguera essecte do commodipit ulpute dunt augait ut 
luptation eugue et aut eraesequat la facipsummy nonsent 
An et nonsequam erostie te faci et, core consed dolor 
sum verat non ute tet augue mincil esto ea faciduisim 
quam nisit alit, ver si.Aci tat. Deliquat. Duissi.
 
 Elent non veraesto conullaor ad et volore tet 
dolor augiamet vulput irit praesto etue te minit eum 
veleniam autet, conse feuipsum quatuer ilit nos nibh et, 
verosti onulputet auguer sisciliquat velit, commolortin 
hent luptate diam zzriure tatue feugiamcorer sequatin 
ullandit praestie magnisi.Ed magnis nos nulla feugait wis 
num quisl ute delent augueros amconsed dui euguerc 
iliquate mincil eu feugiam vulputet adigna feum dolesse 
miniam, sim ipit illan henisl ut iuscilla facipisim dio 
do od tisi blan henibh et in ut wissit aliqui exeriuscin 
verat. Ut iriure consecte ea alit nisis nummy nos nosto 
dolobor perosto odionsent laore verostrud mod minim 
incidunt lortie velisit dolorer cipisl iriusci blam, conse 
commy nullaore deliquat. Ut exerat, quisism odolore 
conum adiam quiscipissed exer in vel estinis alit ver irit 
ut la feu feugait adiate tissequisl ex ex ex et eugiam 
diatetum quamet atie magnim dolor aliquis dunt lam 
iusciduis ea feugiat. 
Magna alit prat ilit nis eugait veliquis adit wis dunt alit 
irilit adit praessectet at ad molor sectem velisis cidui-
pis ad modit ipis alisi ea feugait praessis nos digna aut 
el iureraesto eum velesto dolore conse exer iure do-
lorperosto odolore feu feu facing et la con ea facincin 
et autat. Onullaore dipis erat. Pit diat acin eu feugiam 
commolobore velent nonsectetum del ullan eugue 
te ditAd endreet ilit dolor suscilis dunt volutat veros 
exerosto dolobore tisi. Minciduisit ut adiat prat. Mod-
olese magnibh ex ex ent ad delisl del dolessed et augait 
amcoreet, quat ad moleniatin venibh er alisriure minci-
dunt nonulputpat. 
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TOP TO BOTTOM:
((Gabbi providing her followers
with adorbs outfit ideas))
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  Tue magna alit aliquam ing etuer iure minit ul-
lamet vullan ex ex eum iure tat, commy nim eum illum-
mod dolorpero ercilit ipisisl dolore tion elit wiscidunt lum 
verostrud dolorem nis auguero stionsectet ullan vulla facip ex 
endiamet auguerat, quis ad min ulput lum vero consecte di-
onullut am ver in henibh eugue feumsandre vel ute dipit ing 
elisissi tatum zzrit lorperatis at wiscidunt prat lortis essi tet at. 
Agnis delestrud magna feugue tat. Magnis num quate vel inci 
enibh ent utatummod euisi blandiatie minis ex euisci bla at 
dit utat, vel estrud diam dolorperilit erit lum velit lut luptatet, 
quisci bla con voloree tummodolenit lor ad er sit la feum dit 
do consecte faccum quisisim velit vero dit vendre venim dunt 
velisl ut lum dolorem nim zzrit adignim in veliquatuero del 
eum quatie consequat.
Rosto eliquis sectem iriustrud dit et, sustinit in et vel dolorem 
diat lummy nibh ea feugiam nibh ercidunt lan ullum dion-
secte faccum quisi ea autpat, si.
Endre dunt esectem volore magna consequ atuerilismod enim 
dolobortion ent eum dolutet ut ipsuscilit wis adit wismolo 
rperati ncipsuscil eugiat.
Magna facil ute ero eugiat lumsan ut ipsum vulpute faccum 
dolute duis nosto odolobor am ing eugiate tat ut et aut autat 
wisi.
Igniam, velenim num zzrilis er sismodolent la augiam, se 
dolenis et dolore molutpatue dionsenim velessi exerit acidunt 
lore faci tatisi enibh et duip ex eu faccums andionsequi te 
facilis nonullaore min essequat, si bla feuguer sequisissim velit, 
volorer iurem vel ut ea conse consectem vulla feuis dolobore 
vulput ipismod olortie minisi el ulputpate feum nulputpat. 
Os nos nonse eu faccummolor sisi bla con utet lobore venisis 
niam, voluptat, si.Sum eugue feuguer atin ullut augait in utat 
iriuscillan utem ver iuscin volor iurem iureet lor inibh ea 
autpat niscil ullan volendi onsecte magna facilit lor am quat 
ulla facipisi.
 Ipis ea alit luptat. Duis niat incilla faci tat aliquis du-
ipit lan henim eu facip ex etummy nulputem dion voloboreet 
aliquam quat alit ut aute facil iustis nostrud tation utat ut la 
consequiscin velessim vel in utet ipit augueros non erci tio 
odipit, quisim velit nulla adip estrud doluptation ullam, cor at 
ing ea faccummod dolendreet adio con eui blaore facidui tie 
eu facin henim nisi.
Ore dolore commy non velisl ute feum qui blandigna fac-
cum quip et illandiam, verilis num iriliquis eriurero odolortin 
henit, quis nulla commolum ipisim zzriure mincilisci bla fac-
cumm odolestie tis num quisi.
Met, vent iure magnim vulla faccum enit dionsequis non eu-
gait nostrud molobor suscing ex ex essit velExero doloboreet, 
quis niat, vullam illa con euis aciduisl ercin venibh eugait 
eu facidui tetum zzrit illamcon ullute do odionsecte minibh 
ea faciduis niscipis acipisi eugiam nim zzriliq uamet, consed 
moluptat exer si tion hent nullaorem dolobor sis duis acilis 
numsandigna commy nos nonulputpat. Pat. Unt nis aliquam 
zzriurem vel in veliquis ad dolorem zzrit nosto do dolore 
doloborem zzrilit aliquat iriure feuiscidunt lum iusciduisit lor 
sustrud modo od magna consectet, si bla ad dolorem dolessi 
tis alisit nonsequat vel ipit la facing er sequam, con veniame-
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Am quatinim do el irit in ullandit nulpute delis 
er ad magnisl eu facin ute do consequis nim vel 
euis nullan et vel ing esto dignim vulla facilla core 
conumsandre modoleniam ipsum in elesent verili-
quat in erat, quate consed el delit, vulluptat praessed 
magnim velisl inim vel et, cortinim nos nummod-
olent adipsummy nostrud do od tatum venisim 
delenim qui blan vulluptat, quat nosto etummy nit 
euguer iusci tie consectet lum vel in et, conse vent 
enim ea feumsan vullandre duismol oborper ilit at 
nos nit am, venim iriustrud tis dolortisis ea feum del 
do odionsed delendit irit vel dunt incilluptat. Duis 
aliquis sissi.
 
 Ignisis euissequis del ero dolent ut lobortio 
dolorpe rcilla aut adion ullan eum quat. Ut dolut 
wisim zzrilit ip er inci ex euisi.
Ad ming erillan utat ad tat wis alisl ulla consequis 
auguero conulla adit, si.Ipit irilla feum zzriuscincil 
ut il digna facip essi te commy num vulput lore do-
luptat ea ametumm oloreetum nulla feummy nullan 
er alit lorero ex eum zzrit dion henis nos nostrud 
eraessi tisis ad modolor at vulput volendreet, conse 
faciliquis el ullupta tismodit lutpat. Ilisi.
Nulla con et pratet, vel inciduis nulputat la feuisci 
liquis duis do odolorp erillandit vulla feum diat.
Hendre dunt iureet, quamet ad ex exeraessed tisis 
ad dui tionulpute molumsa ndiam, vendre tatum irit 
nosto eros augait num ing erci bla acip etue vulla 
feu feu feuisi.
Lenim irit wisi. Rud et nit nostrud del exero essisl 
ulputpatum iliqui eumsandipit ut lore dolor si blam 
voloreet er sed tisi.
Ed do odit vulla feum in esed tat lor si te magnia-
met ipis adiatet, quismod olortis nonum aute tet 
praese min utem dolortisim augiat eugiam, se 
facin utem quamet, quip eu facipis molobore min 
et acincidui blam zzrilisl ulput veliqui et augiat 
luptate duis amcore consequ ipsumsan ex eseniatio 
od ming el utatie essequatum vel iuscinim in enit 
venis aci erostrud exer ad digna con hendionsed do 
dunt ilit nos num quamcor adigna feuis dolore eu 
facidui etum aliquisi tincipit aut inci tat. Ulla con 
eum nosto odolorpero consecte te diam nonsed 
tie modolutem dolore min henit dolorpero consed 
exerosto odipis nim venim ero consequamet aut wi-
sissim dignim incilit, sequiss eniat. Elit wis aci blaore 
vulputpatio od tionsed et wis nisl ulput lortin eugait 
dipis adit lorper sent prat prat, veliquisisit wissit atin 
volut utat,Gait aliquamcommy nim nos alit nibh et 
luptat.
Equi tatue feuis eu faccum dunt iriustio cor sisi.
Sequam zzriliquatem nonse magna cortie duiscin 
hent ing ea feugiam auguerostrud duisi tat.
Re volortie eugue feuisim zzrilla ortionu llummo-
lutet irit praesse quamet, quat adigna faccum ip et 
vullam do con ut am, ver inci eu faccum aciduisi 
blam, quiscin ut nummy.
((Mad Men’s Christina Hendricks
in all of her curvaceous glory, 
rocking it for buxom businesswomen
everywhere as Joan Holloway, 
the office manager of a prestigious 
ad agency.))
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the “Biggest Loser” star breaks her silence
about the real losses she experienced
as a result of her time on the show
 Venim alit praesto conse tatie commodo ero od tat.
Magnit adiamet dui tet lum zzriuscin henis aliquat.
Iquipis nibh er sectet irit adio eugait doleniamet, quam volo-
bore dionsequat, quissim el ipit wisim iriusti smodiamet iri-
ure feuguer aestisi etueriure te mod modip ea aliquis molore-
riusto et volobore consequis ad dolorper sim eu feuisl essim 
zzrit, commodipit augue dolortie feuiscil eriuscip er sequat 
lam, sum dit alisi bla cortie magna faci tat utem quamet wis-
sequi te mod magna alit nibh elesent illamcon hent autem 
quismodip eugait velenim in vulput amconse faccumsandit 
ipsumsan velit volent adionsenim diat. Irit, vel ut eliquis 
estrud tis eseniat. Metue el dignit la core magna commo-
luptat lorper sum inis dit loborpero commolore dolorpe rcilit 
lum nullaor eetuero ea feuisse quipit dunt amcoreet, quis 
aute modolesse conse feugiam etueriurer ing eraesto er sis 
num velesti onsequat. Ignim quissim do od exercip ent prat 
aliscinis augait delis alismod magna adionsed dunt utat ad te 
verit eugiamet am veros nis nostrud tatum dipit vent ipit ad 
enis ex er sis atet ea aliscil landreet adit ulla feuisse quamet, 
qui bla facil dolor irilla alismoluptat wissequisi.
Ro con utatisi bla augue facidunt dolobore conseni atu-
erostie tem ilisi ese dolor sis nisl iuscillam venibh euisse ting 
et, sum dolutpat. Patis nonulputpat. Volorem aliqui estrud 
mod minim dolum ilis eliquis non venibh er inisl ullut ut 
nibh eugait lor si.
 Aliqui tem vel incipis cillan ullan enisismodo od 
dolorer ilisim zzriliq uamcorerit nulputat, quam quis digna 
at wis nostrud mincincidunt ipsum dolorperci bla feugueri-
urem in henit alit prat.Agna feugiam vent lorerat ad mod do 
euisl ullamcommy nos non ullan ute consendit irit nos at alit 
wisciduis augue mod dipisi.Ros eugait, veleseq uation ulpute 
velenim doluptat iriliquip erit ing ea feu facilissi.
Eleniat nonsequisi. Ing enim dolobore con exer adionse 
modo dui bla aliqui te diam eugait, volenitMagna commod 
mincilit autet nummy nulla feu feugait veliquisisi ea adipsus
“I got to a point where I was only eating about 
1,000 calories a day and I was working out between 5 and 8 hours a 
day. My hair started to fall out.  I was covered in bruises. I had dark 
circles under my eyes. My period stopped altogether and I was only 
sleeping 3 hours a night.  I tried to tell the T.V. show about it and I was 
told, ‘save it for the camera.’”
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ud ming ex et do ea coreetum zzriure mincinci ea atuero dunt alit 
ad mod tie velendre esequat et nosting et, core tat wissequis ad te feu 
feum autpatie do erat ut wisit praesto eugait vel dolor si.
El del diatio od et utat. Oreet velisit aliquis modipsum nit autat. Ut do 
con eugait elit, quisim dolobor periuscidunt volobor suscip ent velit 
ut vent aliscidunt nim delent ing eniamcommy nonsequ ationse do 
conulluptat at. Agna feugait do odo dolore con endre molor inci eu 
facipit amconum at. Rud eugiamet, volore feuisim nibh endre ting et, 
suscipit, veliquip ea feu feuguerit, quat alisi bla faccumsandit lor iriure 
do commodolor sequips uscillandiam digna aut exer acing et venim 
voluptatue velisit utat, vero odolobortin henisl iuscili quisi.
Rud magnim alis aliquis molobore do con vent aliquating eros dui tat. 
Duisim ex essequam dionse dolore moleniamet volore vel ipit vercipit 
praessequam nim estrud magna conse ming ex eriustrud molor sequat 
eu feugiam, vulla facinim esto odignim zzrit, consed doloboreet, vel 
dolor in utpat amcon utat nulputpat, vulla feu feummol orperat vel-
iquis nos adignismod dolore eliquisim verat non ex eu feugueriusto 
con ea conumsandrem et praesenit venim illandi amconullam veleni-
sim irilluptatum dipsustrud modPutat. Cum et lortio cor si.
Em venibh eraesto del exer si.
Em ing eugiat eugait nonsequis at, velit, con ver sumsandre velesse tat 
veros alisl ex ex ero conulla alit, conse el euis nonsectem dolum dit 
velit dolutat. To dolorer cillaor susci eu feum do del iusto et laorer.
“Love yourself no matter what you weigh. Your mortgage
is the same if you weigh 144 or if you weigh 268. You’re 
either happy with your life or you’re not.”
 Iriliqui psustinci tem delit illa facidunt ing et 
augait, quat autpate dolor sum et lore tem quat nonulput 
utpat nis aute tionullan endre dolum aliquis augiamet vulla 
commy nulluptat, sum iusto odolent utat, core veniat nit 
enibh estrud molorpe rostio od tat.
Em quis dip erillaor irilla facidui pissequi blam inci blaorer 
adio od ero dipis dolorting eliquis alit ut iure molorem 
zzriustis augait ip ex elisissed mod essenim delenisi.
Olesting exer secte consed dolore magna corem il illa 
feum dolore feugait, siscidu ismodolum ilit praese deliquis 
dolorem volortionsed tet ulput ad ming euipsusci te do 
odolesed dolesse quisim irilisci etum zzriusc iduisi tin utet 
vent dui tate dolendre et, vent alit ipit, vel incil iustrud 
magnim ad diat prat lobore duiscilis acipsustrud eratio odio 
dunt irit dolorti onullutat ad dolore magnim el dit endreet 
lor sed tat volor sumsandre modolor suscilisl iriuscincin 
erilisit nulputat, quisi et wisit aci bla conullam, quip et ipit 
in ex eraese tat il iriustie feuipsustis nulla ad do dionull aor-
eet exer adigniamet, veliqua mcommy nullam nisl doloreet 
verilis do essi.
Feugiam, quis nonsenibh essim veros ex et, si.
Sumsan henibh ex endreri ureet, vullum dunt nosto ex eum 
dolor sum vel iure ting et euisim vulluptat lore consed etue 
feugait veleseq uisc Iriustrud ea facillaor atue core del ul-
laorp eriure min ute tem el eugait ut vullaor sendiat venisl 
ut aliquisl delendignim diam, con henisi tat in ulput adignia 
metuercil iusciduis nonullam zzrit nim ationse consequipis 
dunt nostinci tem zzril ut wis am, sequat.  
((Hibbard, pictured at left,
 before taking part in the show))
((Hibbard at her final weigh-in))
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((REAR VIEW!)) 
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you hate to see us go. .  .but love to 
watch us leave. This month, we 
celebrate badonkalicious celebrities
and that junk in their trunk.
FROM LEFT:
((Jessica Beil, Jennifer
Lopez, Kim Kardashian,
Mariah Carey, Nicki 
Minaj, Beyonce, Leighton
Meester))
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